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ABSTKAC1

The study highlights the relationship between women's socio-economic status 

and their participation in environmental conservation in Yalta division in the arid and 

semi-arid part of Kenya, lhe major objective was to examine women's status 

(education, income, autonomy, participation in women groups and family size) in 

relation to their perception and participation in environmental conservation.

Multi-stage sampling was done and 150 lespondents interviewed, l he variables 

levels of education, income, autonomy, group participation and family size were taken 

as independent variables while environmental conservation was a dependent variable, 

treated as an orderable discrete variable on a scale of 0 - 6. The measures of 

conservation taken into account were terracing, mulching, planting trees/conserving the 

indigenous trees, constructing water tanks, ciop rotation/inter-cropping and use of 

energy conserving "jikos".

Levels of income and education were the most critical factors. Autonomy, 

location of respondent, number of children, group participation, income and education 

explained 69.2% of the change in environmental conservation.

The study recommends improved socio-economic status especially increased 

income and education, specifically, environmental education to facilitate higher,levels of 

women participation in environmental conservation.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 BACKGROUND

Widespread public awareness of environmental issues goes way back to early 

times. However, the beginnings of the modern Env ironmental Movement can be dated 

from the first Earth Day in April of 1970, which was prompted by the 1969 Santa 

Barbara oil spill. This awareness has intensified and spread to the Third World and it is 

now appreciated that massive over-exploitation of natural resources has resulted in the 

disruption of crucial ecological processes. In Kenya, resource conservation is an area of 

major concern for the government and receives considerable emphasis in the 

development plans.

Environment, according to the environmental science dictionary, is "the 

combination of externa! conditions that inlluence the life of individual organisms" 

(I992:pp 205). The external environment comprises the non-living, abiotic components 

(physical and chemical) and the inter-relationships w ith other living, biotic components.

Environmental degradation has been accelerated by increases in population, 

industrialization, agiicultural mechanization and inappropriate land use polices. As the 

population increases the dem ands made on available resources also increase. There is 

extensive clearing of land for agriculture and settlement. Traditional land and resource

i



management systems are no longer able to adapt fast enough to prevent over-use of the 

available resources. Rapid population growth has led to more people moving from rural 

areas because of shortage of land, to the urban areas, swelling the urban population to 

record proportions and overwhelming the existing services and infrastructure. This also 

puts pressure on the available land in urban areas and this leads to a deterioration of the 

environment, (Waters & Odero, 1986:199). Apart from population spilling to urban 

areas there has also been spill-over to the ecologically fragile marginal areas.

There have been reports of growing global environment crises of the green-house 

ell'ects, polluted lakes, livers and seas all these leading to deterioration in the quality of 

life and threatening actual human health and existence. Increasing agricultural 

technology is causing water and soil pollution making it dangerous for human 

consumption, (World Report, 1992).

While all these forms of environmental degradation have been taking place, 

women have been placed at the centre of the controversy, whether they are to blame for 

environmental degradation or they are v ictims of environmental degradation, especially 

in the Third World, (see Dankelman & Davidson, 1988). Women have been accused of 

plundering the environment to meet individual and household needs without concern for 

the long-term environmental consequences of their daily activities. However this may 

not necessarily be the case since women as major users of the natural resources are well



aware of the need to limit exploitation to allow regeneration. Their close link with the 

environment helps explain their need to conserve it. Women in their responsibility for 

household subsistence spend much of their time collecting combustible materials for 

preparation of food and the loss of forest habitats that provided supplementary foods, 

medicinal plants and raw materials for handicrafts affect them adversely.

In some instances, when environmental conservation has been practiced it has 

meant additional workload for women. Women's efforts to conserve the environment is 

evident in the numerous environmental projects that they have stalled, for example 

India's Chipko movement started in 1973, Kenya's Green Belt movement and others in 

countries like Brazil, Nepal, Philippines, Zimbabwe (Shiva, 1987).

The Woild Development report, (1992) argued that continued and accelerated 

economic and human development is sustainable with improved environmental 

conditions. Sustainable development is a form of environmental management that uses 

natural resources to ensure continued productivity. Warren (1992) adds that such 

development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs. It is the maximization of the net benefits of 

economic development, subject to maintaining the services and quality*of natural 

resources overtime In summary it involves bringing people into harmony with the 

environmental systems that support them. The World Development report also cites



female education and participation as major policies required for achieving sustainable 

development. For long-term improvement in living conditions, natural resources like 

soil, water, vegetation, animals and the atmosphere have to be managed for sustainable 

development. The report cites v\omen as among the most important actors in bringing 

about that sustainability since they have considerable knowledge on the use of natural 

resources in an environmentally safe way. Such knowledge would be used by 

development agencies to improve project effectiveness. Evidence indicates that better 

extension advice for women fanners in the use of chemicals can both raise productivity 

and reduce environmental damage (see op.cit, 1988). Unfortunately most policies 

continue to overlook or ignore this diversity of knowledge.

The problems of environmental degradation in Kenya are intertwined with the 

problems of women (Shanyisa, 1992). The first casualties of environmental degradation 

are women whose tasks involve them in continuous interaction with the natural 

resources. The main reason is that the nature of division of labour in many societies is 

largely based on sex, and women activities have brought them into direct contact with 

the environment. Therefore in order to bring environmental conservation which is
f

sustainable there must be promotion and provision of environmentally sound 

technologies which have been designed and improved in consultation with women.

- 4 -



Women can be encouraged in environmental management because they are affected as 

fanners when they see the land eroding and hence yields decreasing, water-holes drying 

up and forcing them to move further away and spend much more time in search of fuel 

and water, (Sontheimer 1991).

1.1 PKOHLEM STATEMENT

The principal victims of environmental degradation are the most underprivileged 

people and the majority of these are women (Senghor, 1985). Women are the lirst and 

hardest hit by environmental mismanagement, yet they are in most cases peripheral to 

the decisions on environmental policies.

Rural women actively interact and utilize the environment as they go about to 

meet the basic needs of the family. In the course of her duties as an agriculturist 

undertaking food production, home-economist undertaking such domestic chores, as 

cleaning and washing, socializing children and providing entertainment for the children 

and treating illnesses at the family level, the rural woman comes into constant 

interaction with the environment.

Rocheleau (1985:8) states that most rural women have the least formal power 

and are the poorest and in most cases the most illiterate. They'are thus at times forced



by complex cycles of poverty into ways of living which induce further destruction of the 

environment. Women burn charcoal for commercial purposes to supplement meager 

incomes, especially in areas of low agricultural production, which is the main source of 

income for most rural population in developing countries. Furthermore because of the 

fast growing population women are forced to clear forests for planting to meet increased 

demand for food. As the soils become exhausted, and yields fall, women are pushed 

into clearing more forest area to grow food crops and get better yields. Thus as women 

try to solve one problem they create another.

Presently there is much pressure on governments to recognize the vital role 

played by women and advance the socio-economic status of women. Since there is 

evidence that women have very strong links with the environment and that they are 

managers and often preservers of natural resources, (see Agarwal, 1981, 1986), any 

programme aimed at bettering the environment should then involve women as 

participants. In order for women to undertake such an important role in sustaining 

environment there is need to assess some of the factors which influence women's 

actions in relation to environmental management.

Will an advancement in the socio-economic status of women have any ’significant

/
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0 What is the relationship between socio-economic status of women and 

environmental management?

These socio-economic factors include, levels of income, education, influence in 

decision-making, family sizes and involvement in women group activities.

•. How does addressing basic socio-economic status of women such as improved 

access to education, income, right to decision-making, reduced family size lead to 

environmental management to support sustainable development?

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The broad objective is to study the nature of women’s involvement in 

environmental conservation with regard to their socio-economic and other personal 

characteristics which influences their perception ol environmental issues as well as their 

participation in environmental conservation.
•»

I he specific objectives are:

(i) To examine the impact of:

(a) income level '

(b) education lev el

- 7 -



(c) autonomy

(d) family size and 

(c) group participation

on the way women perceive and participate in environmental conservation.

(ii)To investigate whether the introduction of a furrow in one area led to differences in 

women's participation in environmental conservation.

1.3 JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY

The study deals with women since they relate directly and are in constant 

interaction with the environment in their daily activities of food production, collection of 

firewood and in search for watei. In their reproductive role rural women depend on the 

resources of wood, water, and soil for daily survival, and as such are often the primary 

users of the environment. This study therefore addressed more seriously the role played 

by socio-economic status of women in environmental conservation with a view to 

developing solutions to the pressing question of increased env ironmental degradation.

It has been postulated that women are a powerful force for change and have 

continually organized themselves in many regions of the world in order ,fo initiate 

environmental activism for example the Chipko movement in India, this is also true for

- 8 -



Kenya as a country. Therefore it becomes crucial to understand how useful women 

collectively working in groups have been in bringing about environmental conservation. 

At the same time there have been many studies looking at women and environment, but 

considering women generally as an exclusive group with special relations to 

environment. However, many studies have tended to overlook differences amongst 

women themselves related to age, kinship and socio-economic status which may 

influence perceptions about environment. It is important to bring to light whether such 

differences impact differently on environmental conservation.

Kenya has been committed to environmental issues and was among those 

countries which attended the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June 1992 

which in its declaration proclaimed that women have a vital role in environmental 

management and development and therefore their full participation is essential in the 

achievement of sustainable development. Therefore there is need for useful data based 

on these foundations so as to translate them into sound policies, this study attempts to 

provide such information.

Studies on how improvement of women status has been effective in many other 

fields have been extensively undertaken, relationships between socio-economic, status of
t

women and population, health of children, employment, education of children have been

- 9 -
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widely studied, (see Blumberg, 1989, Brown, 1985, Le Vine, 1987, King, 1990). 

However studies on the relationship of women status and the environment have not 

been extensively undertaken. It is important to find out whether socio-economic status 

of women has impact on environmental conservation.

- io - '



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REV IEW

2.0 OVERVIEW

Virtually all over the world human societies are structured along various lines. 

Among the most fundamental are the lines of gender. Harding (1983), Jaggar (1983) 

emphasize that gender structures and divides society more deeply and fundamentally 

than does race or class. One of gender's manifestations as an organizing principle in 

society is through the sexual division of labour, this form of differentiation is as a 

combined effort to meet human survival needs. Thus gender can be expected to be a 

powerful influence on cultural norms of every kind, and certainly those concerning 

environment also.

Dichotomization between male and female has been extended to Man and 

Environment. Prior to the sixteenth century, there had existed a reluctance to violate 

nature, the earth was seen as the generative "mother". Such symbolism was found in the 

African culture, among the kikuyu, (Kenyatta, 1953:21) says that the earth is considered 

the most sacred thing above all that live in or on it... The soil is especially honored and 

supplies people with their material needs of life through which spiritual and mental 

contentment is achieved. I Iowever Merchant ( 1980:170-189) argues that in recent times

t
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this lias failed and instead of earth being seen as a nurturing mother, the dominant 

imagery lias became that of earth as a woman in need of being mastered. From these, 

there appears to be a masculine mode of aggression against nature and domination over 

women. And it has in recent years been suggested that important connections exist 

between the oppression of women by men on one hand and the way in which man 

dominates and misuses the environment on the other (Warren, 1987).

Muntemba (1989) explains that it was not until the processes of desertification 

were brought to the global attention and the most recent and dramatic food crises 

publicized that women's economic activities began to be appreciated within the context 

of ecological and environmental sustainability. The broad framework in which questions 

of women and environment can be appreciated include mechanisms for exploiting and 

modifying the environment on the one hand and the control and access of natural 

resources on the other. The natural resources include the key life support systems of 

land, water, flora and fauna.

It is important that women become involved in the interaction between mankind 

and nature. 1 leid (1988) suggests that if the patriarchal structure that divides society into 

masculine and feminine could be transfeired into a cooperative arrangement, then 

conditions would not only be far more sustainable for all human beings, but it can

/
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further he expected that the relation between humankind and it's environment would 

bring with it an understanding of how to "nurture" the environment rather than "rape" it.

2.1 WOMEN, POVERTY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

Degradation of natural resources by deforestation, desertification, erosion, 

salination and other harmful processes contribute to low productivity, poverty and rural 

emigration and aggravates the serious problems typical of underdevelopment. These 

environmental problems affect particularly the poorest groups, who reside in the rural 

areas and majority of these are women. Warren (1992) argues that it seems that the least 

powerful elements of society suffer first from loss of access to natural resources. 

Buvinic and Lyeette (1988) also support that poverty has a gender bias. In their study 

they concluded that the number of poor households headed by women have expanded 

rapidly in rural Africa and in the urban slums of Latin America. These households were 

found on average to be poorer than other poor households.

When confronted with environmental degradation that reduces the availability of 

fuelwood, water and the productivity of the land which produces their food, poor 

women often have no other recourse but to work harder iu an effort just to stay even.
I

finis in many countries where deforestation has led to shortages of firewood, women

t
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have been forced to go furthei afield and to expend more time in collecting ftjelwood.

The problems of women being expected to provide food for the entire family 

without help from the man, are exacerbated by the scarcity of fuel which means that 

women have also to find money to buy firewood. A study by Palmer (1980) in the 

Mwea irrigation scheme confirms the problems of women having no money to buy 

sufficient fuel, l inker (1980) noted that insufficient fuel means eating uncooked food, 

getting cold and living in the dark. As the fuel costs rise or traditional fuel sources 

disappear most households will seek wood, animal waste, leaves or any other energy 

sources wherever they can, ignoring property rights as well as national concerns for 

forest reserves on erosion control. Jacobson (1992) says that for those poor women, 

healthy forests are a savings bank from which they draw the interest, in the form of fuel, 

food, fodder and countless other goods that their families depend on for survival. As 

these lands become debased, the principal in the "account" declines and women are 

forced to "borrow" against the future. For example, they compensate for the scarcity of 

fuel by, among other things cutting down live trees instead of dead or dry ones and 

cooking fewer meals. Since women are responsible for feeding their families they are 

forced to work longer hours to make ends meet, a situation that further compromises 

their health and well-being and that of their children as well.

- 1 4 -
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Khuinar and Hotchkiss (1988) have shown that because of the roles played by 

women, serious adverse social and economic consequences such as peak-season 

shortages of labour or decline in child nutrition maybe a direct result of deforestation. 

Shortages of labour are due to the much time spent in search of fuelwood. The decline 

in child nutrition comes about because of shortages of fuelwood, which force mothers to 

serve half-cooked meals.

Poverty and environment destruction are becoming inseparable because the 

poorest people who have the least access to investment capital and technology (largely 

women) occupy the lands that need the most infrastructure, management and external 

inputs if their utilization is not to result in land degradation and environmental 

destruction. In many arid and semi-arid areas, the pressures of wood gathering, 

inappropriate fanning techniques, population growth and over-grazing contribute to the 

spread of desert-like conditions that further decrease the productivity of marginal lands 

and make the rural poor even more susceptible to drought and other natural disasters. 

Leonard (1989) points out three major demographic factors that interact to place long- 

tenn environmental protection concerns in conflict with the short-term survival 

strategies of the poor. The first is rapid population growth, secondly agriculture 

modernization in fertile areas and lastly land consolidation and prevailing inequalities in

- 1 5 -



land tenure. These factors have forced many people to migrate and this process causes 

environmental degradation and intractable poverty to become more and more closely 

intertwined in particular geographic areas with fragile environmental conditions.

Hardships and periodic famines beset the role of women in the arid and semi-arid 

regions. Stryker (1989:90) states that the survival of women in these areas depends on 

the allocation of food within the household, and this responsibility falls upon women. 

Therefore women who have external sources of income are better olf and need not 

destroy the environment for their survival. Having independent income also allows 

women to contribute to the household budget and enhances their decision making power 

and this affects their status within the family.

The world's poorest are thus increasingly clustered in remote and ecologically 

poor rural areas. Therefore if social conditions are generally on the decline, then 

environment will also face a gradual deterioration. Mabogunje and Filani (1975) in their 

study concluded that poverty of rural areas is underlined by the lack of diversity in their 

economy, inadequacy of their infrastructural facilities and the insufficient amenities, all 

ot which have been as a result of the process of development, which also affects the
l

environment. They cite provision of essential facilities like education, health centres, 

piped water and other amenities as one way of ensuring improvement of environmental

- 1 6 -
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quality- The environmental challenge facing Africa can be summed up in three words:" 

Pollution of Poverty." (Otieno as in IDS occasional paper No. 15).

2.2 EDUCATION OF WOMEN AND ENVIRONMENT

Education is basic for development and societies' investment in education, at 

every level, pay off in higher productivity and greater wealth. One of the prime 

functions of education is to prepare people for opportunities, responsibilities and 

experiences they will face through their lives and some of the most important 

responsibilities relate to the way they interact with the environment. Therefore for 

education to fulfil it's complete social role, it must prepare the people, in this case 

women, as environmental managers. It has been articulated that ensuring women's 

access to quality education and training is necessary as the best single investment in 

achieving women's participation in environmental management (Mongolia, 1995).

Illiteracy rates are disproportionately high among women in almost all regions of 

the world - with the highest being in sub-sahara Africa and parts of Asia, where over 

70% of women aged over 25 years are illiterate (Blumberg, 1989). Overall women who 

are less educated have less access to education, economic and political power than men.
t

la this instance they may not be able to respond to the ravages of changing economic
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aiid environmental conditions.

Anderson (1986) states that because women and girls are active producers in the 

economies of many countries, an investment in their education may result in significant 

returns in areas otherwise exerting a negative effect on overall economic growth. Recent 

findings leave little doubt that women's education does have powerful social and 

economic impact. These studies have largely focused on correlations between women 

education and employment, autonomy, decreased fertility, increased child health, 

decreased child mortality and improved children's education (see Blumberg, 1989, 

Brown & Curlin, 1985, Irizarry, 1980, Radwan & Wangwe, 1986).

Although the quality of education is not uniform across or within countries, it can 

be appreciated that basic education instills literacy, numeracy, skills to perform standard 

tasks, enhances the ability to perceive and process new information, evaluate and adjust 

I to changes and also reduces subjective uncertainty. Floro and Wolf (1990) emphasize 

that besides literacy and numeracy being critical in having "informed" members of 

; society, education also leads to access to information and hence may have threshold 

effects in unlocking innovative skills in women which could largely contribute to 

environmental management. Women's education is vital for the survival of the families, 

communities and indeed the environment which needs to be valued, protected and

- 1 8 -



developed in parallel with die acquisition of new knowledge and skills from which 

women are largely excluded (Dankelman & Davidson, 1988).

Education of women is a major determinant of women's status: It enhances dieir 

decision-making power and thus affects their status within the family and plays a major 

role in advancing the socio-economic status of women.

The 1992 Earth Summit resolved, in Chapter 36 of Agenda 21: "Both formal and 

; non-fonnal education are indispensable to changing people's attitudes so that they have 

the capacity to assess and address their sustainable development concerns. It is also 

critical for achieving environmental and ethical awareness, values and attitudes, skills

and behaviour.... ". (Our Planet, Vol. 6, No.5). These discussions on the importance of

education also apply to women, the important role that education of women plays in the 

participation of women in environmental management.

2.3 WOMEN, AUTONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT

According to a recent World Bank report (1992) development is about improving

the well being of people. It cites raising living standards and improving education,

health and equality of opportunity as essential components of development. This implies
#

that with development women's opportunity to participate in decision-making about the



environment improves. However the relationship between environment and 

development has been under discussion since the beginning of the 1970’s whether the 

two are complementing or conflicting concepts. Development with its advance of 

science and technology has had profound effect on the environment. Technological 

choices have been directed only towards maximization of profits and man has had a 

purely utilitarian concept of the environment geared tow ards exploitation to achieve his 

immediate needs. Therefore the environment has been sacrificed to the short-term 

advantages of production.

Although women have been identified as important resource managers, lack of 

property rights and political clout have made them to be traditionally bypassed when 

training, technology and access to technical assistance are being passed around 

(Bellamy, 1995). There have been numerous calls for the decision-making process to 

include women at all levels and the emphasis on ensuring the frill involvement of 

women in decision-making and in implementing environmental management activities 

has been outlined in many policies by governments, international and "hational 

organizations.

Inequalities existing between men and women in power sharing and decision-
l

making have been highlighted even in the earlier societies. However the decomposition
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of many traditional communities often entails a loss of status for women. Kanogo 

(J1992) clearly explains how the pre-colonial situation was like in Kenya. There was a 

system of rational fallow shifting cultivation that allowed old farmlands to lie fallow 

every four to five seasons. The farmers, who were mainly women, had mastered a 

seasonal calendar obtained from years of trial and error. The traditional shifting 

cultivation allowed for the land left fallow to regain minerals and therefore allow for 

better harvests. The nomadic pastoralism also constantly burned the fields and therefore 

eliminated pests and the ashes added minerals into the soil. The kind of farming 

previously practiced was mainly intercropping which allowed for different crops to 

extract from the soils different nutrients. The women had reached a considerable 

understanding of the total ecology of the soils, climate, animals, plants and their 

interrelationships. T his simple form of agriculture that the European initially considered 

primitive was based on correct evaluations of the land's potential. The colonialists upset 

this structure and ignored this aspect of women's right to decision-making and women's 

knowledge that played a crucial role in environmental management.
st

The entire basis of property ownership, that is, women’s access to and control - 

or the right to use- over resources has been seen as a contributing factor tol

environmental degradation. Unless women are able to use their knowledge about the
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vironment, by having the chance to make decisions about the resources, they can not 

be able to improve or change their perspectives on the environment (op.cit, 1995). 

Throughout history the burden of environmental degradation has fallen more heavily on 

women, they provide essential connections between natural systems and homes, 

however they have not been allowed to have responsible roles in power structures, their 

knowledge and experience are conspicuously absent from environmental decision

making.

Autonomy of women and their ability to actualize their desires has been seen as a 

contributing factor to the persistence of unequal power relations. Evidence suggests that 

women lack sufficient decision making power to act according to their own priorities. 

Curlin and Brown (1985) pointed out how difficult fertility control is for women even 

when sources of contraception are available. Blumberg (1985) suggested that when 

rural women have more decision making control over their lives, then they are in a 

position to decide to control their own destiny. If women do not have the power tojmact 

their decisions then they are unable to change their attitudes, and this includes attitudes 

about the environment too.

The empowerment of women in decision-making will help realize sustainable 

livelihood in terms of usage of the women's knowledge of the environment in their

t
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reproductive role and, their application of this knowledge in conserving the 

environment. Women's empowerment will also realize sustainable livelihood on the 

basis of their entitlement to livelihood resources in the environment. Therefore the 

empowerment of women becomes a crucial element in try ing to achieve sustainable 

environmental conservation.

2.4 WOMEN, FAMILY SIZE AND ENV IRONMENT

The world population is growing at a rate ol three people per second - or a 

quarter million people per day (Sadik 1990:10). This is faster than at any time in history. 

The most rapid of this growth is in the developing countries. At the same time the 

increasing poverty in these countries has been attributed to this rapid growth leading to 

population explosion. Population growth is increasingly being seen as the major cause 

of environmental degradation on a global scale (Shiva, 1987). ^

Drown et al, (1987) lioldgate et al, (1982) say that the major natural resources 

are now being utilized faster than the rate of replenishment although the human species 

continues to be dependent for it's well-being and very survival on a Continuing 

exploitation of natural resources ol the earth.

The forestry department of food and Agriculture Organization (I-AO, 1984)
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j0l„Rl that 69 out of 95 developing countries studied faced luelwood shortages. I he 

research concluded that, "there is a disturbing degree of correspondence between the 

areas at risk of desertification and deficient in fuelvvood and those areas having 

inadequate land resources to feed their population." Population in this instance is as 

contributing to a large extent to environmental degradation.

Many reasons have been cited for the persistent high population growth in 

developing. In rural Africa, children have high economic value. Rural women spend 

long hours farming and performing other household duties. Therefore children 

contribute to labour in cropping, livestock herding, fetching water and Kiel and child 

rearing. As the environment is degraded and the frontier for luel wood recedes and 

water and soil resources are depleted, the need for children to share the increased work 

burden intensifies (Mwaka, 1991). This seems to explain, in part, the situation why 

women continue to desire many children in the family.

If the number of people in the family or household level increases, tliis means 

more mouths to feed and cater for. If the increase is as a result ol high fertility, then the 

problem is made worse because children will be consumers but not producers in the 

short run. When women are the sole producers and providers of food in the home, they 

have to spend more hours in the field and this strains them physically. And as the
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environment becomes degraded and resources become scarcer the balance between 

what people need and what they can obtain shill, especially with high fertility, large 

families and high rates of population increase. I his becomes clear from a section of 

UNFPA's 1990 report, which targets women as in need of family planning techniques, 

and as mainly responsible for degrading the environment. They are accused of 

destroying the forests in search of fuel, polluting and exhausting water sources in search 

of drinking water and exhausting the land resource by producing too many additional 

mouths to feed. Countries with higher population growth rates experience faster 

conversion of land to agricultural uses, putting additional pressure on land and natural 

habitat. Cones (1992) studying sub-Saharan Africa, argues that where population 

pressure was intense environmental degradation exacerbated and vast area vulnerable to 

ecological deterioration also had high populations. Previously shifting cultivation and 

glazing had been appropriate traditional responses to abundant land, scarce capital and 

limited technology. But with rapid population growth such traditional land management 

has been unable to adapt to prevent degradation of environment. Population growth has 

led people to cultivate land not previously used for farming which include ,fhe fragile 

semi-arid lands. 'I he results have been overgrazing, deforestation, depletion of water 

resources and loss of natural habitat. High population growth rates in rural areas have



|cc| to pressure on the land and forced many people, especially males, to migrate to the 

urban areas causing rapid urbanization which has led to problems linked to failure by 

authorities to provide effective planning frameworks and therefore degrading the urban 

environment (Ominde, 1979).

Women have been at the centre of the discussion on growth of population. 

Sharma (1994) states that often in the past women have been seen as statistics, if there 

are too few people then women had to be made to "contribute" by producing more; if 

there were too many people then women had to be instructed to stop. Women have 

become the focus of the debate on population which is intertwined with environment, 

therefore women should actually also be the focus of environmental conservation. 

However, there have been controversies on whether population growth is the core of 

environmental problems or the contribution of population is greatly exaggerated and the 

real culprits are new patterns ol technology as perpetuated by eapitalisin. 1 hat 

industrialization, technological progress and the affluent lifestyle of the developed 

nations have precipitated the acceleration of environmental degradation can no longer 

be ignored. But instead, today, almost universally it is attributed to a single cause: 

population growth (Mies & Shiva, 1993). According to Callicott (1982), Passmore 

(1980) and Toynbee (1972), it has long been widely accepted - and essentially without
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question- that luimans have supreme authority over earth and all ol it's other living 

tilings, both plants and animals. Thus the earth with it's flora and fauna are simply 

treated by society as human property, the state in turn establishes the extent of 

individual and corporate property rights regarding the natural resources under it’s 

control. It has now become imperative that the human instinct for self preservation be 

aroused into action against the ever growing threat to the human species of 

environmental exhaustion.

2.5 WOMEN IN GROUP PARTICIPATION AND ENVIRONMENT

Women in most parts of the developing world have organized themselves into 

groups in an attempt to open new avenues and overcome the constraints they face 

through collective actions. Most of these groups are based on self-help projects. For 

African women collective action is not new, women have always worked within the 

framework of mutual aid groups. Among the Akamba people these groups are referred 

to as "mwethya" and have been encouraged by the government as part ol the

"harambee” movement. Masinde (1991) argues that in fact the history of "harambee" is

the history of how women initiatives and labour have made the movement such a great 

success. Studies b\ Mbithi and Rasmusson (1977), Ng'ethe (J978) and Mutiso (1975)
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s|u)\v that over 50% of the registered self-help projects in Kenya are initiated by 

women.

These women groups participate in projects to generate income, general 

development activities, financial, labour and social matters. These groups have become 

for many women a source of identity, pride, moral support and motivation in their 

endeavor to improve the quality of their lives and that of their families. Masinde (1987) 

argues that women groups could be seen as a clear manifestation of their determination 

to break from the inferiority complex traditionally associated with women.

The groups are most important for women during the peak agricultural periods 

when there aie shortages of labour to carry out farm work especially in the arid and 

semi-arid areas. In these areas there is scarce rainfall and proper timing of agricultural 

activities is crucial because planting even a week late may result in a 30 - 40 per cent 

loss of potential harvest (Porter 1976:131), while a further delay would result in 

complete crop failure. Majority of these women groups engages in agricultural related 

activities.

Women have been active, creative, concerned and committed in movements for 

the conservation and protection of nature. Women activists have struggled against
I

ecological destruction and deterioration, for example, Chipko movement against the
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Himalayas chalk mining (Shiva, 1987), Whyl movement against atomic plants in 

Germany (Gladitz, I97(>), Japanese women against food pollution by chemically 

stimulated, commercial agriculture and foi self-reliant producer-consumer networks 

(Elkins, 1992) and activities of the Greenbelt movement in Kenya (Dankelman & 

Davidson, 1988). All these groups are examples of women showing their collective 

concern worldwide for the conservation of the environment.

In Kenya groups involved directly with environmental conservation are few, one

of the most outstanding being the Greenbelt movement initiated in 1977. It may have

not expanded to many rural areas where there is actual need for combating deforestation

but it is a good example of women's initiatives to defend their environment. I here have

been clear guiding principles for policy; women are to be incoiporated tally into

development programme activities. I his is to ensure that women benefit directly from

environmental projects, and that projects are not undermined by the exclusion ol*■»

women, who are the primary environmental resource management agents. Women's 

groups are thus often proposed as the appropriate vehicle for "community" 

environmental action, (Leach, 1995). *

Besides environmental conservation orientated groups being lew, the already 

existing women groups are faced by many internal and external constraints, t he internal
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constraints include heavy domestic and agricultural responsibilities resulting to poor 

attendance at group activities. Poor organization and weak leadership accompanied with 

leadership wrangles; failure to identify viable projects and charging of admission fee 

and tines. Studies by Masiude (1978) in Bungoma district show that every group 

charged an admission fee and that most of them expected members to make periodic 

cash contributions towards the group's welfare or other collective causes. This means 

that women who ate already cash-poor may not meet the groups' demands and therefore 

drop out. T he external constraints include lack of capital and politicization. Despite the 

many constraints faced by women groups it is clear that women groups act as a means 

for development of rural areas. I heir achievements are evident in agriculture, trade and 

home management. Since women are overloaded with their tasks and duties, 

environmental degradation only aggravate their existing burdens, and therefore they 

need to come together to share the burdens.

2.6 SUMMARY <)l LITERATURE REVIEW

From the foregoing literature it is clear that women are in constant interaction

with the environment, vet they are peripheral to the decisions undertaken concerning the

environment. The broad framework in which questions of women and environment can
/
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be appreciated includes mechanisms for exploiting and modifying the environment on 

ibe one hand, and the control and access of natural resources on the other. Studies have 

|10wn that unlike education, health, nutrition and life expectancy environment is 

sometimes damaged by development. A strong relationship between environmental 

quality and people's income levels exists. 1 he studies also show that improvement in 

socio-economic status of women have led to lowered fertility, reduced child mortality, 

increased wage employment and improved education of children. It is also clear that 

environment is allecled by

(i) economic development

(ii) population

(iii) poverty

Data shows that as female education, health and employment improve, the status 

of women also improves, could such an improvement also lead to improved 

participation in environmental conservation?

2.7 THEORETICAL FRA ML WORK
t

I he study can be viewed from a broad perspective of the theory ot social change
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uSjng the structural functionalist model and the conflict model, The inability ol earlier 

structural functionalist, who viewed society as a system that persists by maintaining 

"equilibrium", was heavily criticized by many during the sixties. This prompted 

functional theorists to be more concerned with the problem of understanding social 

change. The Neo-functionalists understand social change as the maintenance of a 

dynamic rather than a static equilibrium between the components of the social system. 

The systems are "open" in varying degrees to strains from surrounding environments, 

both natural and social. There maybe new ideas, values, technologies or changes in the 

physical environment, for example drought, pollution and depletion.

Change in the society can be caused by technology, ideas, values and ideologies. 

Values are assumptions about what is desirable and undesirable and ideology means a 

more or less organized combination of beliefs and values that serves to justify or 

legitimize forms of human action.

Technology can cause change in three different ways. First, innovation increases 

the alternatives available in society. It may bring previously unattainable ideals within 

the realm of possibility and it may alter the relative difficulty or ease of realizing 

differing values. Secondly technology alters interaction patterns among people and 

finally u cieates new "problems" to be dealt with,(Lauer,1977:162).
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Improved technology brings in better nutritional methods and hence improved 

health. It lowers child mortality, increases life expectancy and rises fertility levels. 

These have a major influence on family si/e and lead to population explosion and 

therefore increased pressure on the existing resources. The environment is continually 

degraded and in order to survive measures of control have to be undertaken. 

Improvement in technology allows man not to passively accept geographic factors but 

to increasingly try to gain control over his environment to meet his needs. New and 

improved fanning methods also establish a new basis for stratification. A new class 

system based on industrial wealth and income emerges. In many cases women end up 

being lower in this class system with lower incomes. The rapid advance of technology 

develops a degree of complexity sufficient to have a division of essential tasks into a 

system of specialization. Positions within this specialization led to the rural women 

being much lower in terms ol real income, education, power and access to more modem 

technology.

However, technology brings along with it environmental despoliation, pollution, 

depersonalization and a great deal of moral ambiguity. Existing roles which were clearly 

defined and set change and new roles have to be created. Such roles are ambiguous and 

Pat the society in disequilibrium. Environmental management as the resources become
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scarce may become one such role. When it is realized that remedial environment 

measures are required in order to maintain the society's equilibrium, frantic efforts to 

mobilize rural populations toward this ultimately focus on women. While the decisions 

are being made however, women are not consulted. The issue of involving women in 

the decision-making is often overlooked since the women have lost their autonomy due 

to technological advancement and the social change that has taken place in society. 

They take up such roles because of their close interaction with the environment in their 

daily activities to sustain their families. Such a role did not exist previously because 

there was harmonious ecological balance. This kind of reaction is in line with Parsons 

(1966) structural differentiation model which typically produces "integrative problems", 

that may require the development of new mechanisms of integration, coordination and 

control. As such the social system becomes more effective in generating and distributing 

resources and enhancing it's survival. Cuber (1968:535) concludes that the crux of the 

problem lies in the inability to distinguish between so-called breakdown of a traditional 

role and appearance of a new role.

Social change caused by ideas and values may promote change in one place and

time or act as a barrier to change at other. Ideas and values can cause change jn at least
#

three different w ays, f irst it can legitimize a desired direction of change. Secondly it can

/
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provide die basis lor social solidarity necessary to promote change. A third way is ideas 

can promote change by highlighting contradictions and problems. Values can highlight 

areas of discrepancies between the ideal and actual, and create source of tension which 

open generates change. Education has been cited as a strong agent of social change that 

has lead to shifts in values and altitudes in the society.

From a Marxian perspective, capitalism destroys not savage disorder but a 

communist social order. Neo-Marxists, Wallerstcin (1974) further extend that conflict 

does not arise only from the "relations of production" but another possible source is the 

contradictions between the small market system of local trade with the vast expansion 

of markets that attended the colonial expansion into the non-European world. The 

advent of colonialism brought along with it transformation through capitalism. 

Colonialism split the family economy into subsistence and monetary sub-sectors and 

completely transformed the role of women in that economy. This is in accordance with 

llegels (1891) argument that the development of capitalism through private property 

first caused the subjugation of women through unequal or monogamous marriage, and 

then of the improper!ied to the propertied. With such division women lost their effective
l

control of family economy, while at the same time continuing to supply the labour 

necessary for both sub-sectors. The effect was a general increase in the economic
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burdens ol women, a factor that tended to slow down rate of agricultural expansion. 

Cash crops were introduced, which were mainly tree crops, and took up land and 

therefore reduced the land available for the food crops. At the same time fast growing 

but less nutritious and more labour consuming crops were introduced. The men who 

sometimes had participated in traditional production process were forced to migrate 

from their homes in search of Inborn so as to enable them to pay the taxes imposed by 

the colonialists. I his expanded the women labour hours and burden. At the same time 

there was a creation of two spheres that were now clearly defined. There was the male 

dominated sphere that was outside the home and men were now seen as sole "bread

winners", and the private sphere inside the home with women now being seen as 

"house-wives".

1 he colonial system also redefined the land tenure system. Individualization of 

land led to overgrazing because the people had to keep livestock that was an important 

aspect ol the their lives. I hev kept large herds of livestock for dowry payments, 

circumcision fees, religious rites or were accepted as a means of payments for lines. 

Restricted pasturing meant confining livestock on given area and this led to massive soil 

erosion. All these changes placed heavy strains on the land and therefore<led to an 

ecological imbalance. I he arguemenl is that social change has brought along different
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uses, perceptions and management of the environment. Women have been caught up in 

the centre of all these issues.

2.8 HYPOTHESES

The study attempts to test live hypotheses. In this section independent and 

dependent variables per hypothesis will be specified.

HI: There is a positive correlation between amount o f  income (Kshs. per

month) o f  women anil the efforts put into conservation o f  environment.

The independent variable is "amount of income (kshs. per month) of women". In 

the study this is taken to mean the amount of income the woman earns per month 

measured in Kenya shillings, it can be in terms of regular employment, or casual 

employment or from the sale of farm produce.

The dependent variable is "conservation of environment" which will be taken as 

an orderable discrete variable on a scale in order of dibits put in the conservation of 

environment. I he parameters to indicate environmental conservation include terracing 

°I farms, crop rotation, mulching, building water tanks, kind of fuel used and-type of 

"Jiko" used, plating of trees 01 conserving of the existing indigenous liees, methods of
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kI form of cultivation either by machinery, animals, or human labour.[cultivation ai

112: There is a positive correlation between education level o f  women mul

the efforts put into conservation o f  environment.

The independent variable is "education le\el" which refers to the number of years 

of schooling, lit the stud) the hypothesis is tested to lind out the influence of education 

on the awareness of conserving the environment. This variable is measured directly by 

I referring to the level of education, whether it is up to primary level and beyond or 

I below It is by no means true that any kind of education is better than none, so 

education includes formal education, that is, school attendance; participation in seminars 

or workshops on agricultural practices or family health care programmes and other 

development related programmes. I he dependent variable is the same as for HI.

113: There is a positive correlation between autonomy o f  women and

the efforts put into conservation o f  environment.

"Level of autonomy of women" is the independent variable w hile the dependent 

variable remains the same as for the other hypotheses. The independent variable is the



ibility of the women to make decisions and implement what they consider as necessary 

lor environmental conservation. This information is got through questions concerning 

who owns the land, or how the land was acquired, whether the land is registered 

because the idea behind registration of land in names of individuals enables the owner to 

use it as collateral and can therefore seek loans from financiers. Such questions also 

seek to know the economic independence of women whether as household heads or as 

wives.

114: There is a positive con elution between family size ami

environmental conservation.

l he dependent variable is same as for the hypotheses. The independent variable 

is "family size". This is quite direct because it requires the number ol children that the 

woman respondent has.

115: There is a positive correlation between group participation o f

women and efforts pat into environmental conservation'.

The dependent variable is the same as for other hypotheses. The independent
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,ii‘iblc is "group participation". Since women have been known to achieve more 

through organized group work, it is assumed that those who have membership to such 

groups are more advantaged, and therefore get assistance from groups to conserve 

environment, in form of labour or farm inputs.

2.9 DEFINITION AND SPECIFICATION OF VARIABLES

1.0 FORMAL EDUCATION LEVEL:

The number of years of schooling a respondent has attended it they attended 

school at all. This is classified as per the Kenyan education system, that is, 

primary, secondary and university. It also incorporates adult education and 

attendance of training workshops or seminars.

2.0 INCOME:

This will refer to the average amount of money earned per month in Kenya 

shillings; this refers to the regular income and also includes remittances that are 

regularly sent to the respondent. Regular implies steady How ol income from 

farm proceeds, casual workers, professionals and business. >

/
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3.0 AUTONOMY:

This refers to the ability to make one's own decisions and actualize desires. Such 

decisions include how to plan one's time, how to spend one's income, where to 

go and what they can do on their own in the absence or presence of their

husbands.

4.0 FAMILY SIZE:

Refers to the total number of children and adults who are born and are alive per 

women respondent. It includes those who are born to the women but may not be 

staying with her at the time ol study. It also includes children acc]uited thiough 

adoption and till those blood members who claim a share ol that womans 

responsibility.

5.0 MEMBERSHIP INTO "MWETI1YA":

Literally "mwethya" means a group of people who have come together with a 

common purpose. In the study it relers to affiliation to a women gioup. I he 

groups may traverse from clan-based groups to those groups with a national
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outlook.

6.0 KIN\ 1 RONiN 1 ENT AI, CONSERVATION

In this particular study it is limited to conservation of soil and water. It includes 

six measures of conservation and these are terracing, mulching, crop rotation, 

building water tanks, planting trees or conserving the existing indigenous trees 

and the usage of energy conserving "jikos".

7.0 MAJOR DECISION MAKER IN THE FAMILY:

I his refers to the person who undertakes the major decisions in the family. These 

include decisions concerning desired family sizes, disposing of land, how and 

when to cultivate, where the family will settle and inheritance of family 

property.It also refers to the person who if decisions are undertaken in their 

absence he or she has to approve their implementation.

H.O SOURCE OF DOMESTIC \ \  ATER:

It has been used to refer to the major source of water for the large part-of the

t
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year. In iliis study it lias ignored sources of water which last only during the rainy 

season. The major sources ol water could range from natiual spiings,piped water, 

dam water to manual wells and boreholes.

9.0 LAND OWNERSHIP:

The term land ownership refers to the owner as the person in whose name the 

title deed appears. The owner of the land is the one who has the final woid on 

issues such as the disposing of the land, how the land is sub-divided or who 

cultivates which part of the land.

/
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0 METHODOLOGY

This chapter outlines the methodology used in carrying out this study.

I SITE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION

1.1 LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES

The study was carried out in Yalta Division of Maehakos District, Kenya. Yatta 

Division has 6 locations namely:- Masinga, Kinyatta, Ndalani, Matuu, Kithyoko and 

Ndithini. These are fiulher divided into 18 sub-locations. Yatta Division lies in the arid 

and semi-arid zone of Kenya.

3.1.2 CLIMATE

Yatta lies in a low agricultural potential area and receives unreliable rainfall.

Average annual rainfall is 600 to 800 mm with potential evaporation at 2000 mm to

2200 mm. The rain comes in two periods, short rains, November to December and the

'0,,g rains come in Mid March to end of May (Atkins, 1984). There are big tracts of/

l)P<-*n grassland and when it rains soil erosion is a major threat to agricultural potential.

/
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/on has high soil erosion hazard especially in the more intensively cultivated
K ' r

l„ addition the semi-arid climate adds urgency to the need to conserve rainfall as 

las reducing the soil losses which deplete soil moisture holding capacity. The area 

fragile ecology that could deteriorate seriously unless action is taken.

Yalta Division has very few perennial water sources. Most of them are seasonal 

Llure usually with subsurface flows in sandy rivers. Since surface water is scarce, 

Liirface water resources found in sandy riverbeds form an important source of 

mestic and livestock water. T he overall drainage pattern is from West to East. As the 

season progresses, livestock need to range further afield for grazing, but they still 

id to he within range of water points. Due to scarcity of water, concentration of 

feople around lew water points leads to severe soil erosion.

3.1.3 RESOURCES

The small portions exempted from these conditions of unreliable rainfall are 

Tallin and in particular areas along the Yalta Furrow where irrigation is possible. The 

farrow was constructed to suppoif grazing and in 1967 a 50-ha small holder irrigation 

sd'cme was constructed at Maluu, (Bottrall, 1969). the other pads which have water 

faroughout the year are those near the recently constructed Masinga dam. Due to
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,liable rainfall, agricultural produce as a main source of income may not be very

[inch increase beyond land carrying capacity and hence contribute to soil erosion and

L s control measures are essential if further soil erosion induced by livestock is to be 

Avoided. Besides this region is not supplied with electricity adequately and majority of

a source of income.

In their recommendation on soil conservation study in Masinga, Atkins (1984) 

suggested one institutional option as "accept that progress in on-farm conservation will 

depend on integrating conservation work with subsistence activity. Because of the 

importance of women in the subsistence cropping, this will mean expanding the work of 

the home economics extension service which caters for women cultivators and women 

groups".

1*4 POPULATION

% 1989 the population density was 85 persons per square kilometers (MDP 1989). 

fids is an area where population is gradually increasing due to land pressure being

Ihe people depend on wood fuel mainly firewood and charcoal for domestic use and as
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peiienced in the high potential areas like Kangnndo and Mbooni. At the same time 

region has a very high out-migrant population, although the trend is similar also for 

whole of Machakos Distinct. The out-migration affects mostly males of working age 

90-65 years old. Most of them migrate in search of job opportunities in urban areas, 

tierefore, it's the women who are leff behind in the rural areas. Population projections 

,y sex (1979-1989) had projected that by 1989 there would be more females than 

nales, that is males=337,836 while females = 377,470 in the Machakos District 

Development Plan (1989-1993). Because of migration of males and their absenteeism 

tram rural areas women are increasingly carrying out traditional male tasks.

From the above, it is clear that this is an appropriate area for study because 

being in the arid and semi-arid zone it is marginal from an agricultural point of view. 

There is a big problem of adjustment to land use patterns so as to maintain the delicate 

environmental balance. Failure to maintain such a balance may lead to environmental 

degradation. Hence this region gives us a real typical situation of where people are 

smuggling to maintain ecological balance since their livelihood depends on the scarce 

resources available.
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3.2 SAMPLING

In the study, it was not possible to encompass the whole population and therefore 

sampling was undertaken because of the limited amount of time and resources. A 

representative random sample produces results that can be used to generalize for whole 

population. Another important reason for sampling as explained by Singleton et al 

(1988; 138) is that, paradoxically, the attempt to observe all cases may actually describe 

a population less accurately than a carefully selected sample of observations, especially 

in survey studies of large populations. The reason is that the planning and logistics of 

observation are more manageable with a sample.

In order to have a representative sample, the population was stratified into two 

categories: those areas that lie along the Yatta Furrow or border water bodies e g. dam 

and those that rely entirely on rainfall. The belief is that the people from these two 

categories have different ideas on conservation of environment and land use patterns. 

Under this stratification there were:

Matuu ) Have access to water throughout the year
f t  tl

Masinga )
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Ndalani )

Kinyatta ) Rely entirely on rainfall

Ndithini )

Kithyoko )

When sampling was done, Matuu location was sampled from the first stratum 

that has water throughout the year while Kithyoko location was randomly sampled from 

the second stratum. Matuu location has five sub-locations namely Kithimani, Kauthulini, 

Kondo, Kimangu and lviani. From the five sub-locations two sub-locations were 

sampled, these were Kauthulini and Kondo. These sub-locations are further sub-divided 

into "Utui" or villages. T his being a densely populated area jwo villages were sampled 

from each sub-location, to give a total of four villages from which the final sample was 

drawn. With the help of the local headman of each village a list of all the households in 

each village was drawn and twenty households were randomly sampled from each

From the second strata, Kithyoko location was sampled which has four sub

sub-locations drew two 1 w _oko and Thatha. Because this is a sparsely

Populated area, three villages were sampled from each sub-location and this gave a total

village.

locations namely: Kithyoko, Thatha, Kivaa, and liani. Further random sampling of the
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of six villages. From each village fifteen households were drawn using the same

procedure used for the other strata. q )

The sampling frames for the villages were possible to get. This was facilitated by 

the fact that droughts and famines frequent this area, and it's necessary for the headman 

to know names and number of his village household to enable him to supply relief food 

or services.

A total of 150 cases were sampled and studied and five case illustrations carried
i

out. The case illustrations were sampled using non-probability sampling, namely 

convenient sampling. Having known some of the eldest people from die headman, the 

sample was drawn according to what was most convenient in terms of time, money, 

energy and age.

3.3 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

3.3.1 PRE-SURVEY

For purposes of gauging peoples' attitudes and behets about environmental 

conservation, a pre-test of unstructured interviews was carried out. This helped reveal 

respondents' logic or thought processes and enabled the researcher to '.mow the options
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to be included in the structured questions.

3.3.2 DIRECT OUSERVA’I ION

I lie questionnaire had three pails. In the tirst part there were general questions to 

be answered through observation. This included observing and recording the type of 

house in the compound, whether it is made of bricks, stone or mud, dibits that have 

been done to conserve the environment, for example whether farms are terraced. Also 

the si/es of farm were estimated and counterchecked whether they corresponded with 

answers given verbally. It was possible also to note whether trees had been planted. 

Through direct observation areas which have experienced soil erosion were noted. 

Direct observation helped reduce the biases ol exaggeration and prestige effects, and 

helped to prov ide an aulhentic/original picture of the situation.

3.3.3 DIRECT INTERVIEWING

The main method of data collection was direct interviewing and the tool used_ 

was questionnaire. The questions asked were the same for all respondents and the same 

order of questioning was maintained for all the respondents. Through interviews the 

objective was to assess tendencies in women-fanners behaviour and their socio1
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economic status. Data was collected on education levels, income, number of children 

per woman, group participation, employment, cropping, farm income, attitudes of 

women towards soil and water conservation practices and environmental conservation 

practices undertaken. There were specifically separate questions for the male 

household head if he is present, this enabled the researcher to ascertain the male 

perspective and find out if it is different from the women's perspective. Then there was 

amain part for the "Mother-figure". Interviewing of each was done separately.

3.3.4 INFORMAL INTERVIEWS

Direct interviewing (face-to-face) was also used and this encouraged respondent 

to talk freely about the topics and where necessary the interviewer probed for 

clarification on contradicting responses. Also the interviewer was in a better position to 

ask respondent follow-up questions to elaborate particular points. Interviewing also 

helped one to get the feel of the respondent and alsu understand the respondent. This 

kind of interview was preferred because it can also be applied to the illiterate

population. The questions were mainly closed-ended questions, with a few open-ended
* *«

questions for elaboration. /

However, bias can not be ruled out completely which could have been introduced

/
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by the interviewer for example failing to follow the interview in scheduled manner; or 

reactions to gender, manner of dress or personality and wittingly or unwittingly the 

interviewer may affect interv iewees' responses.

3.3.5 CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

Alongside there; was a historical approach undertaken by citing a few case 

illustrations. This was done by conveniently selecting an aged member of the 

community to explain to the interviewer the past practices in the field of environmental 

conservation. This brought to light how environmental problems were solved, or how 

the people used to cope with them.

3.4 TECHNIQUES OF DATA ANALYSIS

3.4.1 Percentages and means

These techniques have been used to estimate averages of variables where 

necessary. The percentages have been calculated in order to give the distribution of 

frequencies of variables across different categories of respondents.



3.4.2 Regression analysis

This technique has been used to ascertain how much of the variation in

dependent variable is explained by the independent variables and was used to establish 

how much environmental conservation is influenced by levels of education, income, 

autonomy, group participation, number of children and location. In this research

nature and there are no incidence ot muiii-eollinearity or heteroscedasticity.

Regression was possible since environmental conservation was treated as an 

orderable discrete variable on a scale. The scale had a value of 0 - 6 ,  and the values 

were as ranked in Table 3.1. If a person undertakes any of the following conservation 

measures, she is ranked as per the number of measures she has imdertaken. The 

measures taken into account were terracing (it^ns, m u l^ ^ ^ o la ii t i^ g ^ e e s  or 

conserving indigenous trees, building ^ ^ ^ ^ an k s , practicin^H^rlotation and use of

regression has been used on i!"r assumptions that the regression equation is linear in

The results were analyzed at an alpha level of 0.05 significance level.
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TABLiE 3.1

Ranking o f  Environmental Conservation

VALUE RANKING

0 No Elfoit

1 Very Little Effort

2 Little Effort

3 Some Effort

4 Average Effort

5 Much Effort

6 A Lot of Effort

I

/
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter covers data presentation of grouped frequencies and gives data 

explanations.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 INCOME

4.1.1 Source of Income

The research findings showed the majority of the respondents having fanning as 

their major source of income. From Table 4.1,36.0% of the women mentioned the sale 

of fanning produce as what they depended on for theii income although for many this 

income is not regular due to the unpredictability of the rains. 28.0% indicated remittance 

and fanning as their source of income. In this case remittance included income remitted 

W their husbands, children or relatives. And this could be in terms of cash or assistance
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in form of food.

Table 4.1 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Main Source o f  

Income

Source of income Frequency Percent

Full-time employed 8 5.3

Business woman 29 19.4

Casual Labourer only 13 8.6

Fanning only 54 36.0

Remittance only 4 2.7

Remittance and farming 42 28.0

Total 150 100

t
However the majority admitted to having the remittance in form of cash mainly. Some 

women have engaged m business to earn income and they constituted 19.4%. The

businesses are largely on small-scale and the women run them concurrently with their¥ «
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household chores These businesses included the sale of sisal products like baskets and 

ropes. Some of the women also earn income as casual laborers in the farms of those 

who are able to pay for extra help. But this was mainly in Kithimani where work on* the 

farms alongside the furrow is available throughout the year. Those who depend on 

casual laboring formed 8.6%. The lowest percentage was found in those relying on only 

one source of income, for example, full-time employed constituted 5.3%, and remittance 

2.7%. The full-time employed were mainly teachers and community workers. These 

findings reflect tiiai the people in this region rely mainly on fanning.

4.1.2 Amount of Income per inoiiiii

Levels of income in this area are quite low with a total of 74% earning only Kshs 1,000 

per month, as Table 4.2 shows Those with over Kshs 3,000 per month constitute a 

mere 12.7%. This confirms the many studies that have revealed that rural women in 

many parts of the world are cash poor (for example Sen & Grown, 1987 and Khumar & 

Hotchkiss, 1988).

* •: t
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Table 4.2: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Amount of 

Income per Month

Level of income Frequency Percent

Less than Kshs 500 62 41.3

Kshs 500 - Kshs 1000 49 32.7

Kslis 1000 - Kshs 2000 20 13.3

Kshs 3000 & over 19 12.7

TOTAL 150 100.0

4.1.3 Regularity of income

Table 4.3 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Regularity of 

Income.

Regularity Frequency Percent

Regular 21 14.0

Irregular 129 86.0

to ta l 150 100,00



From Fable 4.3 ii is clear that more than three-quarters of women have irregular 

incomes. This is largely due to the fact that they rely on fanning as their main source of 

income, and since this area is frequented by droughts many are the times that there is 

crop failure and therefore no income for these women. The 41% who have regular 

incomes are composed of mainly those who are full time employed and those for whom 

remittances are regular

4.2 EDUCATION

4.2.1 Education levels of women

The formal education standard attained by the respondents was noted as in Table 

4.4. The table shows that quite a large proportion, 28.0% have not had formal 

education. This agrees with othei studies done which have shown that women literacy 

levels are stili very low, for example UNFSCO, 1982 showed that over 64% of Kenya's 

non-literate population are women mainly in rural areas. From the table those who have 

attended adult literacy classes formed 8.0%  which is an indication that not many of the



women have taken up the adult education programme which was set up by government 

to try and improve the literacy levels in the rural aieas.

Table 4.4: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Education Level.

Education level Frequency Percentage

No Education 62 28.0

Up to Primary 61 40.6

Up to Secondary 30 20.0

University level 1 0.7

Adult literacy classes 12 8.0

Total 150 100.0

There was only one woman who had attained university education. Low levels of 

education of women have reduced the understanding and performance of women in 

many spheres of development. t

4.2.2 Participation in other educational programmes
f a

As far as participation in other educational programmes is concerned, as Table
t
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4.5 reflects, the majority of women, 61.3% have not been involved in any form of 

training.

Table 4:5 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Participation in 

Other Educational Programmes.

Programmes Frequency Percent

None 92 61.3

Agricultural training 22 14.7

Family life/Nutrition 30 20.0

Leadership course & 
Community

6

150
_________________

100.G

The highest number were those who have received training in agriculture which 

had 20%. Most of those who had attended the training claimed that it was either 

because the husband was absent at the time of training or they are from female headed 

households. When the husband is present, he is usually the one to attend such training. 

The reason given by the women is liiai they are too busy with domestic chores they 

would prefer their husbands, who may have more free time, to go. These findings agree
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vvith those of the study done by Staudt (1976) which found out there are great 

disparities betw een male and female likehood of training with males having a fourfold 

greater likelihood of training. Family life & Nutrition training had 14.7% trainees. These 

programmes, the women said, are offered by the church through the maternal child 

health programme. There were very few women who have ever attended leadership 

courses and they comprised a mere 4%.

4.3 AUTONOMY

4.3.1 Major Decision Maker

To establish the variable on major decision-maker, the respondents were asked to 

state who undertook the major decisions in the family. Such decisions would include 

sale of land, number of children to have or the kind ol crops to be grown. As the 

responses reflect in Table 4.6, 73.9% admitted that males were'solely responsible for

major decisions taken in the family. However 22.7% claimed that both wife and 

husband undertake decisions When asked whether the men go with their wives to sign
r .»

the loan agreements in banks or for the sale of land, the claim was that wives are,usually
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very busy and so the men undertake such decisions alone.

Table 4.6 Percentage Distribution of Responses According to who is Major 

Decision-maker

Value Label Frequency Percent II

Husband 111 73.9

Wife 3 2.0

Both 34 22.7

Relative 2 1.4

Total 150 100.0

At the same time most insisted that they usually have not been ’’informed" about such

decisions. 1.4% said that major decisions are undertaken by relatives. Relatives here
t

include the eldest members of the husband's family. This is the group that is strongly .. 

tied by kinship links and claims they have fewer problems because your own people can 

never "wish you bad" and many minds are better than one. When,the men were asked
* .i / *
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whether their wives were involved in making decisions in regard to land, they admitted 

to not seeking their opinion. However, if it is a marital problem being solved or the issue 

at hand involves the women directly then they are consulted. The 2.0% women .who 

make decisions on their own largely consist of the single or the widowed. Those who 

make decisions jointly made up 22.7%. This is quite an impressive figure although 

many of these are women whose husbands have migrated to the towns. These figures 

are comparable with a Kenya-wide study, Mbula Bahemuka (1986) which reported that 

husbands made the major households decisions in 65% of the cases, 6% wife only and 

20% jointly, while women tended to make the day-to-day decisions.

4.3.2 Land ownership

When carrying out the study it was found out that 52.0% of the males resided 

away from home. These figures agree with the FAO (op.cit) study that found out that in 

many developing countries men migrate to the cities in search of jobs, leaving women in 

charge of the households. As many as one third (33.3%) of rural households are headed 

by women. The majority of the male household heads had left and migrated to the urban 

areas. A total of 46 household heads had left for urban towns, while 25 were not alive
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and only seven of the households are female headed, that is single parents. From the 

Table 4.7 we can deduce that 88.8% of the available respondents argued that the land 

belonged to the husband.

Table 4.7 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Land Ownership

Mode of land ownership
. ... .  B  ■ —  B—  1 ... ......—  -  ■  r r . - i - =

Frequency Percent

Husband not present 78 52.0

Husband 64 42.7

Wife 0 0

Both 8 5.3

Total 150 100.0

Out of all the available responses, none indicated that the land* belonged to the wife. 

There were eight cases (15.3%) that argued that the land belonged to both husband and 

wife.

» V
•-W
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4.3.3 Permission to carry out activities

In order to establish the levels of autonomy, women were asked whether they do 

seek permission from their husbands to carry out certain activities. 78.7% of the women 

agreed that they have to ask their husbands for permission to go to attend meetings, 

market, visit friends etc. However most of the women would rather say that they do ask 

permission from their husbands for fear of being looked upon as stubborn. Obbo (1980) 

concluded that women who struggle to maintain some independence from men might be 

accused of making their husbands impotent or of prostitution. The majority of the 21.3% 

who do not ask for permission are largely single parents and widows.

Table 4.8: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Permission to 

Attend meetings, market, visit friends.

Frequency Percentage

Request for Permission 

Do not request for permission

118

32

78.7

21.3

Total 150 ’ loo.o , I
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4.3.4 Intentions of Spending income

Table 4.9: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to informing 

husbands on intentions of spending income.

Frequency Percentage

Informs husband 106 70.7

Do not inform 44 29.3

TOTAL 150 100.0

At the same time most women have to inform their husbands on how they intend
t

to spend their income. However, unlike asking for permission to go to markets, fewer 

women inform their husbands on their spending patterns; 70.7% compared to 78.7%.

These figures highlight how in many African societies women have replanted under the
* •*/
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authority of some man, usually her father first and then her husband, (Perlman, 1970). 

This has meant that the husband typically has a dominant position over his wife and may 

even limit her ability to earn an independent income.

4.4 GROUP PARTICIPATION

4.4.1 Group Membership

Table 4.10: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Group 

Membership.

Membership into group Frequency Percent

Belonging to group 140 93.3

Not belonging to group 10 6.7

150 100.0

The results in Table 4.10 confirm that majority of rural women belong to a* i f
l
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women's group. Women have always worked within the framework of mutual aid 

group, and tlhi> area is no different from other regions, (see Masinde 1991, Mbitlii & 

Rasmusson 1977, Mutiso 1975). Membership into a group is beneficial to women in 

terms of sharing work, problems, diffusion of agricultural information and valuable 

services. This also explains why many women have remained members of groups even 

with no economic benefits. Almost all women belong to one group or another.

4.4.2 Group activities

Women groups are particularly important for carrying out agricultural work 

that places a heavy burden on women. From Table 4.11 more than half the groups, 

58.6% are engaged in agricultural activities. This also agrees with studies by 

Masinde (op cit) and Muzaale and Leonard (1982) which indicate that the majority 

of women groups are engaged in agricultural related activities. These agricultural 

activities include mainly planting, weeding and harvesting. Groups engaged in cultural 

activities formed 6.4%, which included groups, formed to cater for functions like

marriages and births. Merry-go-round groups were 18.6% and in many cases the
» v • ,

women contributed money to their members on monthly basis to enable them to carry
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out other social activities. Groups involved in business formed 16.4%. This indicates 

that women have also been participated in rural trade. Were (1983) shows that the 

pressure of family needs has forced women to engage in local trade which includes sell 

of handicrafts & clothes.

Table 4.11: Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Group 

Activities.

Group activities Frequency Percent

Agricultural activities 82 58.6

Cultural activities 9 6.4

Business/entrepreneiuship 23 16.4

Merry-go-round 26 18.6

TOTAL 140 100.0
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4.5 FAMILY SIZE

4.5.1 Number of children

The variable number of children was grouped into four groups. From Table 4.12 

those that had less than three children constituted 18.7%. While the largest percentage 

was in the group with three to seven children which formed 61.3%.

Table 4.12 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Number of 
Children

No. of Children Frequency Percent Cumulative Per.

Less than 3 Children 28 18.7 18.7

3-7 Children 92 61.3 80.0

8 Children and over 28 18.7 98.7

No Children 0
13 ,

100.0

Total i 50 100.0

 ̂ i i
Those respondents who had eight children and over were equivalent to those-with lessI
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than three children, with a percentage of !8.7% Those who had no children constituted 

a very small percentage of 1.3%. A cumulative percentage taken to include those with 

up to seven children adds to 80.0%. This indicates that this area has a very high fertility 

rate. It is therefore expected that this region has a high population growth rate.

4.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

4.6.1 Environmental Conservation Compared to other Needs

Environmental conservation included stating what kind of spending and for what 

exactly. The respondents were asked to arrange the following in order of priority as they 

budget for their income. School fees, food, clothing, entertainment, Harambee/Helping 

relatives, Medicines and environmental conservation. The results are reflected in Table 

4.13. Those who ranked environmental conservation as top priority were 3.3% followed 

by 2.7% who ranked it as a second priority

» V* 4/
$
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Table 4.13 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Priority given to 
Environmental Conservation

Priority Ranking Frequency Percent »

First Priority 5 3.3

Second Priority 4 2.7

Third Priority 10 6.7

Fourth Priority 23 15/3

Fifth Priority 56 37.3

Sixth Priority 20 19.3

Seventh Priority 22 14.7

Difficult of Prioritize 1 0.7

Total o 100.0

t
The majority laukeu environmental conservation as fourth and fifth priorities out of ajist 

of seven items. Those who ranked ii as fourth priority were 15.3% while those who 

ranked it as fifth priori™ were 37.3%. Both combined have more than half, that is

I
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52.6%. A further 19.3% ranked it as sixth priority while 14.7% gave environmental 

conservation last priority.

Most of the respondents gave food, school fees and medicine higher priority than 

environmental conservation. The value difficult to prioritize represents the respondents 

those who found the question as extremely difficulty and could not prioritize the given 

items. These findings show that women have other immediate needs rather 

environmental conservation. These women responses confirm that women prioritize the 

"domestic sphere" more than the "out-of-home" activities.

4.6.2 Tree-planting

The respondents were asked whether there were any traditions that govern who 

should plant trees or cut down frees. One community, the akamba largely dominates the 

area, with a dispensable number of outsiders, so the traditions are largely similar. From 

Table 4.14 the highest percentage of 82 7% said they were jiiot aware of any such 

traditions.

t *
* </
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Table 4.14 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Traditions 
governing Tree planting

Authorized Person Frequency Percent

Anybody 124 82.7

Men only 22 14.7

Women only 3 2.0

Elder/Community 1 0.7

I Total 150 100.0

A total of 14.7 % said that there were traditions which allowed only men, this 

was linked to the fact that since the land belongs to men, the trees also belong to them 

and so they can choose whether to cut down or plant trees. Other women felt that their 

husbands must know before they cut down trees because the husbands were the major 

decision-makers. A percentage of 2.0% said that women do have a word in the felling 

of trees. Only 0.7% claimed that the elder/community governs tree planting or tree 

cutting. Therefore this community does not have traditions restricting growing or cutting

I
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down trees by either men or women.

Reason for planting or not planting tree

From Table 4.15 the respondents who had already planted trees and therefore the

issue of reason for not planting trees did not arise formed 84%.

Table 4.15 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Reason for not 
Planting Trees

Reason for not planting trees Frequency Percent

Already planted trees 126 84.0

Presence of indigenous trees 8 5.3

Lack of seedlings 6 4.0

Land not their 2 1.3

Trees do not survive 6 4.0

Total 150 100.0
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The 5.3% indicated as responding that there was no need for trees include those
✓

who felt that the existing indigenous trees were adequate. These respondents said that 

there was no need for planting trees since indigenous trees were already growing. 

10.6% argued that the trees do not survive due to a variety of reasons. Some cited pests 

especially termites others cited poor soils and others just thought those exotic trees may 

not survive. This group coupled with those who cited iack of seedlings (4%) and lack of 

water (1.3%) make up 9.3%. These figures agree with the study by Mwenge (1988) 

which cited seedling survival rates being as low as 10% owing to moisture stress and 

damage fro n termites. They thought the trees might need a lot of care, which they might 

not be able to cope with. The 1.3% who cited lack of water as the major cause for not 

growing trees were mostly from the drier regions. They claimed that if they cannot get 

water for themselves, then water for trees is subsidiary. Another 1.3% said the land 

does not belong to them. These include those who have leased the land and the young 

people who have intentions of moving to other places. Their permanent homes are not 

build on this land and they feel theie is no need to plant trees there.

i t* ■*/
I
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Reasons for planting trees

Table 4.16 shows that 17.3% of the respondents have not planted trees. The

largest group was that which planted trees for commercial piuposes, they formed

31.3%. They plant food trees especially fruit trees like mangoes, oranges and pawpaw

trees. This is also confirmed in Tiffen et al (1992) study that in the drier parts of Yatta

mango and pawpaw trees are very popular. They also plant trees to provide timber for

sale. Although this is not on large scale and the trees mainly grown are of exotic nature.

There were those who planted trees for firewood and they formed 12.0%. These are

mainly trees that grow veiy fast and the majority of the respondents come from the

densely populated area. 24.6% argued that they have planted the trees to prevent soil

erosion in their fanns. The majority of these also come from the densely populated

areas. There were those who have planted the trees for home food consumption or

beautify the compound and they formed 14.7% of the total respondents. Comparatively,

although 12% said they planted the trees to prevent soil erosion, the type of trees they

planted were those which have commercial value. And many of them have not planted

the trees in their fanns because of the belief that trees harden the soil.
» v
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Table 4.16 Percentage Distribution According to Reason for Planting Trees

Reason for planting trees Frequency Percent

Not planted trees 24 16.1 .

Prevent soil erosion 37 24.6

Firewood 20 13.3

Food consumption only 22 14.7

Commercial purposes 47 31.3

fotal 150 100.0

These reasons gi\ui by llic respondents are a very strong confirmation of how a 

community's own resolutions aie more woikable than external interventions. As early as 

1930 the colonial Government had already embarked on compulsory afforestation 

which had very little success (Peberdy, 1958), unlike presently when people have 

engaged in the exercise out ol then own felt needs.

Factors limiting tree planting

from die statistics on I able 4.17, most of the respondents who have either

planted or not planted trees believe that ignorance is the major factor limiting tree
#
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planting, that is 36%. 24.7% attribute the pioblem to pests and lack of water. There is 

also a relationship between percentage citing pests and lack of water to the location. 

The majority of these respondents are from the locations ilmt l ave no access to water 

throughout the year It also has a relationship to the variable involving visits by an 

agricultural officer. 1 he majority of the respondents claimed that agricultural officer had 

not visited them during the last two seasons. Another facto; cued was lack of seedlings, 

which formed 5.4%. f inancial constraints had a percentage of 9.3%. The presence of 

indigenous trees was also seen as a factor limiting tree planting. Although the 

percentage was low there were respondents who have taken care of the indigenous trees 

for different reasons Some trees are preserved for their medicinal value for various

ailments, others lor religious significance, for example, sacrifices are offered under 

particular species of tiees. One respondent e\en said that under some trees clan 

meetings lake place and therefore such, trees have to be pioperiy cared for. Of interest is

that most of the respondents who have taken care of indigenous trees are those who 

settled in those areas earliest those who have settled recently have completely cleared 

the indigenous tress and replaced them with those of exotic nature.
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Table 4.17 Percentage Distribution ot Responses According to I’actors limiting 
Tree-planting

Factor limiting tree planting Frequency Percent

None so far 2 1.3

Ignorance 54 36.0

Financial constraint 14 9.3

Lack ol seeding S 5.4

Ignorance &. shortage of seeds 21 14.0

Presence of indigenous lives 7 4.7

Pasts & lack ol seeds 7 4.7

Pests &. lack ol water 37 24.7

1 otal 150 100.0

4.6.3 Water (  onservation

The source of domestic water differed mainly on the basis of location. The 

frequencies of the respondents are in table i IS. 44% depend on the furrow or running 

watei as their ’.nan source ol water tins is ol course mainly the respondents who live 

in Kithimani location where the Yalta furrow passes



Table 4.18 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Water Source

Source of Water Frequency Percent

FuiTow/rutining water 66 44.0

Earthdanis, Sandwells 14 9.3

f urrow, Stored water 7 4.7

Borehole, Wells Earthdanis o3 42.0

Total i 50 100.0

The Yalta furrow has really benefited the people living alongside it, in ensuring that they 

have water all the yeai round 9.3% rely on earthdanis and sandwells dug into dry 

riverbeds during rainy season. 4.7% depend on furrow and stored water under this 

category falls those who have consuueted waier tanks. I he other major group of 42.0% 

relies on borehole, sandwells and earthdanis. i his indicates that the larger percentage 

relies on borehole water, these are Hie people lio»• • Kithyoko location where the people 

rely mainly on rnintull. li.ere are however, only two boreholes in the whole location 

which the respondents claim do break down at the most unexpected times. Apait from



those people along the furrow the remaining 56% have unreliable sources ol water 

throughout the year. Water remains a major concern in these drier regions of Yatta.

Reason for not constructing water-lank

In the I able !. |o who nave constructed water-tanks constituted a mere 

5 }% only. I he majoi reason p,vv> to: not constructing water tank was that the 't atta

furrow provided sullicieniiv then water needs such that they do not need to construct a 

water-tank, 48% gave this response • he furrow thei .fore has managed to fulfil one ol 

its main purposes, so tar, which was to provide domestic water to Matuu and its 

environs. It has therefore earned its title as lifeline til Yalta plateau. ( I illen et al, 

op.cit) the othei majoi reason ictlected in the statistics is the financial constraint. Most 

of the respondents felt that them were othei immediate needs like food or school fees. 

Besides, most oi them claim they do not have reliable regular income to undertake 

costly ventures like 'vatcr-umk > on'iiitn.nou Not having a pc* ii'anent home oi lack ol 

family support was no* <t icaiiv i 'easor for Hi l constructing water tank, anti 

formed 0.7% each.
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Table 4.19 Percentage Distribution of Respondents According to Reason for not 
Constructing Water l ank

Reason cited Frequency Percent

Already constructed 8 5.3

Presence ol furrow 72 480

f inancial constraint 57 38.0

Lack of iron sheet to 
harvest water

i | 1 l 7.3

Lack of family support 1 0.7

Not permanent home 1 0.7

Total 150 100.0

4.6.4 Lnergy l sage 

Main Type of I t el

From the s'.atLties, on TabU 2!) there »s no doubt what the major source of fuel 

in this area is. A iota! of 68.6? o use mainly firewood 11icv depend on the firewood for 

their daily cooking, (lie lire wood is uol mainlv by collecting, this means going out in



search of il in the forests. I hose liguies agree with Mcdonald's study that revealed that 

in Kenya the dominant energy form used is wood fuel I he study found that 73% if fuel 

consumed is wood fuel. At the same time 4% of the respondents depend mainly on 

charcoal which is also wood fuel.

Table 4.20 Percentage Distribution of Main types of Fuel

Type of Fuel mainly used rFrequency Percent

Firewood 103 68.6

Charcoal 6 4.0

Paraffin 38 25.3

Gas/Solar 2 1.4

Total 150 100.0

There were only 1.4% who used solar or gas mainly and this are precisely the well-to- 

do people in the area, liiose who relied on paraffin were 25.3% and were composed 

mainly average income homes.

I
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I |o\v fuel is obtained

The figures in t able 1.21 show that the majority of the respondents obtain their 

fuel mainly by collecting or foraging for firewood. I he results show 65.3%, which is a 

very high percentage, t hese findings are comparable to those found by Mung'ala and 

Openshaw (1977) who found that 74% of the households they surveyed relied entirely 

on collected firewood while only 6% relied exclusively on the market, that is, buying. In 

the study those who get their fuel through buying and collecting form 32.0%. The 

minority are those who depend entirely on buying and these form 2.0% while those who 

bum charcoal for tnen own domestic usage constitute 0.7%. I lowever, these results on 

those who burn charcoal were specifically limited to those who go out and burn the 

charcoal not for sale but domestic use only. Majoritv of the respondents admitted that 

they do burn charcoal but for purely commercial purpose. At the same time the number 

of respondents who depend on buying lael only was very limited because the majority 

said although they u«.» buy fuel they do not depend on buying due to financial 

constraints, so they combine buying and collecting. But it is quite clear that the majority 

are those who rely entirely on collecting.
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Table 4.21 Percentage Distribution of Inm Fuel is Obtained

Source of Fuel Frequency
-------------- —

Percent

Buying only 3 2.0

Collecting only 98 65.3

Buying and collecting 48 32.0

Burning charcoal 1 0.7

Total 150 100.0

Type of "Jiko" used

lo assess whether ihe respondents have knowledge about conserving liiewood 

by use of energy conserving jiko, they had to answer to a question on the type ot jikck 

they use. Table 4 22 Tows ihe distribution of responses to the question. Ihe highest 

percentage of 68.0% uses ihe 3 stone tire, which o! couise uses much liiewood. A
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further 20.0% use the 3-stone fire and the ordinary "jiko".

Table 4.22 Percentage 
mainly used

Distribution of Responses According to Type of "jiko f t

Type of "jiko" Frequency Percent

3 -stone tire 102 68.0

Ordinary charcoal “jiko" 1 0.7

3 -stone tire, ordinary jiko 30 20.0

3 -stone lire, ordinary jiko Paraffin

Gas, paraffin stove 15 10.0

2 1.3

Total 150 100.0

The lowest percentage, which is 0.7% use only, the ordinary jiko w hile 1.3% use gas or 

paraffin stove. However, it is fully evident that none ol the respondents uses the energy

conserving "jiko". It follows that they have to use more firewood and as such spend
*

I
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more time in search of if they also have to fell more trees to sustain their demand. This 

area of study contradicts Ti lien's (1991) argument that at the household level fuel- 

efficient stoves are believed to be in widespread use.

Problems faced in obtaining sufficient fuel

The responses to the problems of obtaining sufficient fuel are in Table 4.23.

Table 4.23 Percentage Distribution of Responses According to Problems faced in 
Obtaining Sufficient f  uel

Problem Faced Frequency Percent

Lack of wood resource 43 28.6

Finance const-aint 4 2.7

Shortage of labour 48 32.0

Shortage of labour and financial

constraint 13 9.6

No problem 42 28.0

Total 150 100.0

-a----
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The shortage of labour to go and collect firewood constituted 32.0% which was 

reflected as the major problem lacing the women in obtaining sufficient luel. 28.6% 

cited lack of wood resources as their major problem. I hese were mainly from Kithunani 

location that is densely populated. I hose who depend mainly on buying fuel saw 

financial constraints as a problem and made up 2.7% those who combined financial 

constraints and shortage of labour made up 9.6%. While 28.0% claimed they had no 

problem at all of obtaining their fuel, t his trend is in support of the expressed fear that 

wood resources in this district are being heavily exploited. This is because 1 layes (1986) 

had found a larger percentage as being self-sufficient, 56%. Gielen (1982) had found 

47%, now the number has decreased to 28% in this study.

4.6.5 Farming Practices 

Work done to preserve soil

fhe variable "woik done to preserve the soil" was among the most important 

variables to establish how keen the respondents are on environmental matters. The 

largest proportion as reflected in fable 4.24 have their farms terraced, about 40%. The



high percentage maybe attributed to the compulsory terracing programme imposed on 

the Akamba people during the colonial times. Throup (1987) noted that the Kikuyu 

chiefs were rewarded depending on how well they had supervised soil conservation.

Table 4.24 Percentage Distribution of Responses According to Work Done to 
Preserve the Soil

Work imdertaken Frequency Percent

Nothing done 11 7.3

Terracing 60 40.0

Mulching 2 1.4

Crop rotation 1 0.7

Terracing, planting trees 
crop rotation

57 38.0

Terracing planting trees 8 5.3

Terracing planting trees mulching 
crops rotation

11 7.3

Total 150 100.0

Presumably the same may have applied to the Akamba people. Besides there are those

who have undertaken terracing, planting trees and crop rotation, they form 38%. Those

who have done nothing to prevent their farms from soil erosion were a total of eleven,
#
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which funned 7.3%. Among those majority were those who have settled in the area 

recently or have leased the land. From the statistics mulching is not a vety established 

method preserving soil only I -1% undertake mulching. All the respondents practice 

inter-cropping, single cropping is not populai. However, some ol those who have dug 

terraces do not maintain them well. 1 he move for terracing was made at a time when the 

government had insisted on the people terracing their farms. 1 he majority claimed that 

the land is Hat and there was no need for terracing but they agreed since there are 

different types of terraces, the government should not insist on those which do not suit 

them. They fell that the very deep terraces which are dug so as to preserve water, and 

the water may seep slowly into the farms were suitable, but the government insists on 

someone digging terraces the whole farm, and does not give finance or implements to 

carry out the work. I he responses planting trees were few and were mainly from 

kithimani where water is available thioughout the year most of the people do not plant 

trees because of the presence of indigenous trees and they claim that due to lack of 

water their survival is not certain.

#
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4 .6 .6  Constraints to environment conservation

When the respondents were asked what they felt were the major constraints to 

environmental conservation 36.5% answered ignorance as reflected in the Table 4.25.

Table 4.25 Percentage Distribution of Responses According to Constraints to 
Environmental Conservation

Constraint Frequency Percent

Ignorance 54 36.5

Financial constraints 16 10.8

Do not know 15 10.1

Lack of proper care 35 23.6

Proper infrastructure 3 2.0

Lack of cooperation 12 8.0

Laziness and ignorance 15 10.0

Total 150 100.0

The respondents admitted to not knowing much about environmental conservation. 

23.6% cited lack of proper care of the land while 10.8% cited finance as the major 

constraint. Those who felt that lack of cooperation among the people themselves and
l
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government was the major constraint constituted 8.0%. A further 10.0% responded that 

ignorance and laziness were the major constraint, the respondents felt that people were 

lazy and did not want to do much work to preserve the environment. Laziness was also 

one of the factors Peberdy (1958) attributed to the failure of the afforestation 

programmes started earlier by the colonial administrators to provide an answer to the 

question.

4.1.19 1 low the environment can be conserved

Table 4.26 Percentage Distribution of Responses on How Environmental 

Conservation can be undertaken

What can be done Frequency Percent

Cooperation 48 32.0

Do not know 15 10.0

Creating awareness 87 58.0 ~

Total 150 100.0

As Table 4.26 rellects the majority of the respondents, 58.0%, giving their own opinion 

thought that creating awareness on the dangers of environmental destruction is the best
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way environmental conservation awareness can be created. 32.0% argued that 

cooperation among the people themselves and also the government would be the best 

way while 8.0% did not know how the environment can be conserved. The idea on 

cooperation coming from the community itself is an important aspect and a lesson for 

future interventions to fully incorporate the people themselves

4.7 CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

There were live case illustrations which were carried out among the elderly in 

order to establish some historical perspective and give insight to the extent of 

indigenous knowledge the elderly people may have on environmental conservation.

The tirst interview was conducted in Kithimani location, Kautluilini sub-location. 

The interviewee was an elderly widow by the name of Nthunya wa Mwatu. She was 

born during "vita ya Mathyaka" (First World War), around 1922. She highlighted the 

problem of overpopulation that forced her to move with her family from Kangundo to 

her present day home. Her revelation agrees with the findings of the study done by 

Matingu (1974), which found out that people had moved from Kangundo, Masii and 

Mvvala to Yatla and Makueni because of a felt land shortage.
I
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The second interview involved an old man, Nthenge vva Ndnnda vva Ngalatu 

bom around 1910.1 lis major reason for moving from his original home was in search of 

pasture for his livestock, which he referred to as "syengo" (far from home grazing 

lands), Unlike his women counterparts whose motive for moving was concern for food 

supply for the family. Nthenge also elaborated on the issue of prices of the horticultural 

crops that the people along the Yalta furrow grow. 1 le argued that the people 

concentrated more on the cash crops, which bring in "hard" cash although when 

compared to the inputs they have spent, the returns are quite low', and therefore they 

cannot alford the food that they have foregone to grow cash crops. His argument of 

seemingly attractive prices was also confirmed by the study canned out by Titfen et al 

(1994), which found out that the marketing of these crops is fragmented, diversified, 

uncontrolled and is dominated by Asians who exploit the farmers.

The third interview involved an old lady Kamene Mutheu who was born aller 

"Nyua ya Muvunga" (Around 1920). She moved with her family from Kangundo due to 

increased land pressure in search of pasture for the remaining few livestock. Before 

settling here she had first come to visit her relative and was impressed by the harvest 

from this area, compared to Kangundo where the harvests were falling. Although
I
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moving lo this area mean! evlia work for her including larger areas lo cultivate and moio 

cattle lo milk.

She compared women in the olden days to Ndugata or slaves, while husbands 

had a very smooth time. She appreciates the changes that have taken place and now 

men can communicate openlv with then wises and also help them with some home 

activities like fetching water tirewood using the bicycle. She believes that there should 

be an understanding between men and women, and women should also not become lazy 

but instead "less talk, more work".

I he louttli interview was with Nduku K.avenge horn Kilhyoko location. She is 

from the "Atangwa" clan anil was bom dining Nyua ya Mavoi . She lecalls the good 

old days when the hai vests were good and the) used to grow more useful oops. She 

cited cassava, pumpkins, sweet potatoes, maize, millet, sorghum, and cowpeas. the 

staple food was made from mil let  and sorghum that she believes were more economical 

foods because you needed only a handful to feed many people. Although she, as a 

woman, owned no kind and livestock she leels that she led a comibitable hie although 

men had too much powers, even the power to beat their wives very hard. /

She evpiessed her views of the present generation and says that women are now
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more advantaged than before. Women aie now involved in decision making in the 

nuclear family. As far as giil education in concerned, she is pleased that girls are now 

going to school in large numbers. She remembeis that she cxpciienced many pioblems 

trying to lake her only daughter to school. One thing she regrets however is that the 

fathers of the educated girls may reap very little benefit from their children and yet they 

may end up poor due to payment ot high school lees.

I he tilth interview was with Mbuvi Mtwola wa Ndavi nicknamed Bendera 

during his youth days. I le is horn Kithyoko location and lus identity card leads his truth 

date as 1909. 1 le originally came from kangundo with las livestock looking for pasture 

and water. 1 le believes that land belongs It) the man because it is the man who plays the 

role of "kwatusya", that is the tiisi clearing of the land. Women are usually scared of 

such heavy manual work, lie attributes the low yields to soil exhaustion due to 

population pressure and lood trade. Another major reason is shortage ol labour because 

children now go to school lor long periods and alter school they go to tuban areas in 

search of employment and business. He however, appreciates that children should be 

sent to school, both boys and girls because some gills have even proven to be better 

than boys are.
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Previously, he had admired large slocks of eatlle but presently lie would not 

advise people to keep large herds. The reason is that with frequents droughts the eattle 

will die unlike people who he argued can be saved by relief food or food bought from 

ihe shops, what do you do with the cows'.1’

lie asserted that the local people following cultures that are not beneficial have 

brought about all these environmental problems, lie said not everything that is brought 

forward is good so people should learn how to choose between what is good and bad.

4.S ANALYSIS Ol CASE ti l l S I RA i IONS

4.8.1 INCOME AND PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

f rom the case illustrations done, it was clear that women owned no land or 

livestock. But as long as the\ remained married they had lights to continue farming on 

their husbands’ land and milking his cows. The men justified their ownership of land as 

stemming from the fact that ii was the men who explored and found where it is suitable 

to settle, then women came along. 1 he men were also responsible for clearing the land 

lot settlement and lot this reason the land belongs to the mail. Women were not given
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land at their parents’ home nor could they erect houses at their parent's home. As 

concerns inheritance, properly was distributed to women, not lor their ownership but so 

that they can sub-divide it among their sons. Daughters did not inherit property. 

However, the elderly women interviewed did not leel they had been denied anything 

because if it was a matter ol farming, you had a farm. If they needed cows for milking, 

they had the right to the cows' products. I hey just pondered over 'what is there in 

owning a cow?" Among this community wealth was measuied in icons ol the livestock 

a man owned. Those interviewed especially women expounded on their husband's 

wealth in terms of how many animals they were willing to slaughter lor social functions, 

for example, in the process of acquiring a wife. All the wealth belonged to men but 

women were actively involved in protecting and caring for it. I here was some foim ol 

barter trade especially with the neighbouring Kikuyu.

I he elderly interviewees felt that introduction of a cash economy has brought in 

the major problems that their children anil grandchildren are facing. Women who are 

earning then own money have become bigheaded and teluse to lemain suboidinatc to 

their husbands. On the other hand, the men still want to dominate over their wives just 

like then fathers did, and thi  ̂has led to quarrels in family and much cannot be achieved
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iii such u family. Because oi money also lhe people have become mean, they do not 

want share because the\ waul to accumulate and be seen ns wealthy. I hoy eitc money 

as the source of all these e\il. I lowever, they do acknowledge that livestock as a source 

of wealth has one great disadvantage especially in times of drought, because they may 

all die and us a icstill, you end up losing all your wealth. 1 lowever, according to them 

there is no threat of livestock causing any environmental problem. This is because the 

colonialists had imposed destocking on the Akumba people while lioi)ucnt dioughts 

have helped regulate the remaining numbers.

4.8.2 I 1 ) 1  t A i ION OI WOMlvN

the interviewees agieed that education ol women is now very important. 

Previously onl> men were considered for education. Citing from their own experiences 

gills who had gone to school aie now better oil'than their counterparts, for those who 

struggled against the society and took their girls to school, they aie now happy that their 

girls can use their education to help themselves, t he only problem with educating girls 

is that after they are married oil'the) may not be able to help their parents while their 

parents have been impoverished in the process ol educating them.



I lie interviewees agreed that those women with education were more exposed 

and could understand and adopt new methods of agriculture and implement them and 

become very successful fanners, better than some men. I hey also argued that women 

with education might understand the environment better and therefore the need to 

conserve it.

4.8.3 WOMEN AUTONOMY

Interviewing the elderly respondents it was found out that traditionally the

position of women among this community's set-up w as clearly defined. Women had no

say in the choice of marriage partners, parents arranged marriages and the woman was

not involved in anyway. Women allot marriage were never to question the authority of

theii husband which was kindly bestowed by parents to husband. Any kind of

opposition would call foi beating. The clan would also discipline radical wives if they

became too stubborn for their husbands to manage them. Even the decision for

postpailum abstinence was a man's prerogative, or the decision to have children “If a

woman met with her husband on the road, she was not allowed to start a conversation, it

was the husband prerouative to start a conversation. In clan meetings women were * w *
$
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never contributors, they served powidge and food 01 came when punishment was being 

meted out to them.

However, the elderly men saw this as a proper way of functioning because there 

is no ambiguity. At the same time they argued that a woman would acquire status when 

she got daughters-in-law then Hie could make decisions concerning the daughters-in- 

law. A newly married woman always tanned with her mother-in-law until such a time 

when her children were grown up. 1 lei mother-in-law who was also in charge ol harvest 

made the decisions to plant.

I he elderly men complained that although they appreciate that women can be involved 

in decision making, it brings in ambiguity with regard to who will be responsible for the 

consequences ot certain decisions.

4.3.4 1AMUA Sl/.i:

Many children were a source of pride and wealth to their parents. Children also 

provided laboui for the many duties in the household. II you had many gills you were 

assured of wealth when they got married, if you had many sons you were assured of 

laboui when they ninmed. However, interviewees now felt that having many children



lias led to deterioration of environment, because they need land to settle on and also 

farm. Previously a person would own large tracts ol land but il they have many sons the 

land is subdivided and further subdivided tor grandsons. 1 his has led to land 

fragmentation and soil exhaustion. 1 he interviewees pointed out that what is happening 

now in Yalta is what had happened in Kangniulo many years ago before they moved 

out. Although one of the interv iewees did not agree with contraceptive use she saw the 

need tv) have lewer children maybe through natural family planning. Another 

interviewee loll that with the frei|uent droughts, many children are a heavy buiden 

especially when you have to buy food at exorbitant prices. I le said il people had fewer 

children then maybe, even with low yields one maybe in a position to teed them. At the 

same time, nowadays children do not die as they used to due to modem medicine, so 

there was a pointed need to limit family size.

4.8.5 (.KOI P PAKTK TPA'l lO.N

All the interviewees pointed out that they had always worked in groups. They 

said there were different types of group and "Mwethya" was one of them, which was 

directly involved in helping one another with woik on the farm. I here were other
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special groups involved in diflerent cultural functions lor the maintenance ol the societv. 

They believed that a person could not survive on his own and had to cooperate with 

neighbours, this cooperation allowed for hamionious existence oi the people.

The interviewees tell that although the groups today still played a major role, 

they are faced by man) problems, f irstly the groups have become monetized and 

therefore there are always leadeiship wrangles as everyone wants to control the money 

or have a chance of embezzling the funds. Secondly these groups have become 

politicized and aie always being used and misused by the politicians, finally, many 

cultural functions are not taken seriously nowadays and therefore some ol the groups 

that carried out such functions have ceased to exit.

4.3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

Information from the interviewees revealed that in the past, the community had 

undertaken tanning and keeping ol livestock. 1 hey would move in search ol pasture for 

their livestock and establish "syengo" (far from home graze lands). Later on, many ol 

them would move onto the "syengo" and establish their homes there. They kept mainly
i

cows, g o a ls  and sheep which provided them with milk, meat, blood, hides and dung.
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The) were also used for paying dowiy, fines and sacrificial purposes.

I he harvests llien. according to the inlerviewees were vet} good although they 

never used any fertilizers 01 pesticides, they planted maize, eowpeas, millet, pigeon 

peas, and sorghum all for home consumption. 1 hey never planted lood lot commeieinl 

purposes. I he interviewees also cited laziness as a cause ol food shortage. Accoiding to 

them farming with tractors is because vine is lazy. I he tractors waste much space in 

between since one tractor furrow is equivalent to almost three furrows ol hand planting. 

Also the tractors harden the land they drive on and so the soil is not well aerated. 

Traditionally the people concentrated on food crops but now the "young generation" 

concentrates on cash civ»ps. I ins is not a bad idea il only the cash in How was high. I lie 

elderly said that the people are paid very little lor a lot ol work they have done. I he 

prices of the cash crops aie very low as compared to the prices ol food that are very 

high, and yet they have foregone lood crops in favour ol the cash crops. Ihese cash 

crops are also leading to soil exhaustion;, the crops need pesticides anti due to intensive 

farming techniques.

I lie worst that has happened is the introduction of food trade. People hardly store 

any ldod due to the expanded food market. Traditionally they had specially designed
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food storage containers that could store food foi very long periods. The elderly justify 

this on the basis of how they managed to survive the droughts yet there was no tamine 

relief lood.

Traditionally the I ire wood that women collected were the diy (alien twigs, they 

never tell trees. Telling trees is a teeent idea that has come with introduction of charcoal 

usage, frees are now cut down on large scale for commercial purposes including 

carvings and furniture previously unknown. 1 tees considered sacred and medicinal trees 

which were prev iously available for treatment of certain maladies have become extinct, 

as the people clear forests for settlement and tanning.

One of the majot points from the case illusti at ions is that, decision-making has 

for many years been a man's domain. I his is also continued in recent times as I able 4.6 

shows that the trend has not changed much. The same case applies to property 

ownership. Women do not own propoity and therefore it becomes very dilticult foi 

them to make any majoi decisions regarding such property. As I able 4.7 reflects, 

women do not own land, although they are involved in many activities concealing the 

land, t hese case illuslialions bring out the cultural and historical position that men and
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women have line! as lai as autonomy (decision-making) and property owneiship. Hie 

elderly women interviewees accept that position and see no need lor change as long as 

(hey have access to the property. In recent times property is equated to income and the 

idea that men are in charge is luithei accentuated and a geneial obseivation is that the 

modern men use such e\ idence to continue controlling household income.

As far as environmental issues are concerned the ease illustrations cite major 

developments as a cause lot environmental degradation. 1 he introduction ol a cash 

economy anil the mechanization of larming have gone a long way in deginding the 

environment. Another factor cited is the breakdown ot the cultural way ol tile, which 

has disrupted the ccosvslem, for example, introduction of food trade and commercial 

u ses of trees which means that more laud is brought under cultivation and more tiees 

felled. This is unlike the researcher's point of view before undertaking the research, that 

environmental degradation may be its a result ol lack ol know ledge on how to conserve 

the environment.
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qijanti i a n v i :  d a  t a  a n a i  a  s is

49 IlM’O l IILSLS ILSIINC;

I Ins section deals with h>polheses testing, Knvironmental conservation was 

treated as an orderable disciete value with a values lunging from 0 - 6. I he values 0 - 2 

were termed as less effort, 3 - 4 were average efforts and 5 - 6 much effort.

I he hypotheses were tested using multiple regression. I he results of the multiple 

regression nic as in Appendix. B.

4.‘).I l \ \ i U O Y M l v M  AL< ONSfcKYA 1 ION AM) IM( OMK f  f M I S

l he In si hypothesis was lesimg llie mllueiiec ol levels ol income on 

environmental conservation 1 he null hypothesis of no relationship is tested against the 

research hypothesis as follows I he dependent variable is environmental conservation 

(V63) while the independent variable is income per month in Kenya shillings (V2(>). -

///.- 1 iu'iv is 11 positin' correlation between amount o f  income o f
l

women oiiil e/Jons put into environmental conservation.
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U„: There is no eon elution between amount o f  income and efforts put 

into environmental conservation.

When multiple regression analysis is carried out (see Appendix B) income lias a 

very significant and positive relationship with environmental conservation, with a 

significance ol 0.00 which means it is fully significant at any alpha level. I his is 

indicative that the null hypothesis tails to be accepted and therefore the research 

hypothesis of significant and direct relationship between income and environmental 

conservation is accepted. When income alone is regressed against environmental 

conservation using stepwise method, income has a k-squure ot 0.60 which means that 

income explains 60% ol the variation in environmental conservation, controlling for all 

other variables in the equation, for every one standard deviation increase in amount ot 

income there is a 0.73 increase in efforts put into conservation of environment. Income 

therefore has much influence on the efforts to conserve the environment. I he women or 

people with higher incomes will be in a position to conserve the env ironment more. I his 

shows that the higliei the income the higher the ineeiitive/inotivation not only to retain 

what one has but also to inciease the current income so as to ensure security in future, 

the reverse also applies, (hose with little income are concerned with immediate needs
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and have loss lo lose and therefore engage in conservation less, lhis conforms to the 

findings of Mabogunya and I tlani (1975) who found out that low-income levels of the 

rural areas in essence create low quality environments. They emphasized that there is a 

strong relationship between facets of environmental quality and people's income levels.

I hey argue that one can almost asseit that the higher the income levels ot a society, the 

better the quality of its enviionment.

4.9.2 KIN VI KON M Ei\T AI, C ONSEUVA 1 ION AN1) EDUCAT ION

1 he second hypothesis and it's null are stated as follows:

//,; There is a positive correlation between education level of women 

and efforts pat into conservation o f  environment.

Hlt; There is no correlation between education level o f  women and 

efforts pat into conservation o f  environment.

1 he dependent variable was ranking of environmental conservation (V63) when 

regressed against education level (VI4) has a significance of 0.01 w-as obtained. When 

education alone is regressed against environmental conservation, 06.2° o of the variation 

in en\ uonmeiilal eonseivation is explained by education level of the woman respondent.
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I lie significance obtained from the multiple regression is 0.00, which indicates that 

there is a 0.00% probability that the null hypothesis is true; therefore we fail to accept 

the null hypothesis which states that there is no relationship between education and 

environmental conservation. I he regression analysis show that lor every one standaid 

deviation increase in education level there i:> a 0.00 standard deviation increase in efforts 

pul into environmental conservation, Education level therefore is a factor that is 

important in the conservation of environment.

4.9.3 ENVIUONMEN 1AL ( ONSERVAI ION AM) AUTONOMY

I lie third hypothesis was stated as follows:

11 j: There is a positive con elution between levels o f

on to tunny o f  women anti the efforts put in 

conservation o f enviroiunent.

li„: There is no correlation between autonomy level o f  women <uul

environment conservation.

I he dependent variable was the same as for the other hypotheses, ranking of 

environmental conservation iV63). from Appendix B when multiple regression was
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carried out, autonomy level (V2I) had a significance ol 0.62, which is not significant at 

an alpha level of 0.05. 1 he relationship between the two variables is also negative, for 

every one standard deviation increase in autonomy level there is a O.Oo deciease in 

environmental conservation. Due to the negative lelationship between autonomy level 

and environment conservation we tail to reject the null hypothesis ol no relationship.

1 he negative lelationship may be a lesult ot difficulties involved in the measurement ol 

autonomy. Autonomy being the ability to make decisions and implement them, most 

women feel that culturally this is the man's responsibility, and they would rather say that 

the decisions aie made jointly, or they may not be able to clarify how lar they can make 

decisions and implement them on their own. lliese results on autonomy maybe 

attributed to the dillicult task in the study concerning measurement of autonomy level. 

Autonomy is more ot a qualitative subject matter rather than quantitative. I he possible 

indicators of autonomy had to be related to the sources ot power, w hich were not veiy 

clem in the research. 1 Ins is exemplified m the tact women may have access to ccitam 

resources but may not have control over the resources. There tore in this case a question 

of levels of power comes in which the researcher had not been adequately prepared for.



4.9.4 KNYIKONMKN 1AL C ONSE1U A 1 ION AND FAMILY SIZE

I he hypothesis on family size in relation to environmental conservation was 

staled as:

11,: There is a positive con elution between family size and

environment conservation.

Il„: There is no correlation between family size and conservation o f  

environment.

When the variable family size (V13) is regressed against the dependent variable 

environmental conservation a significance of 0.85 was obtained. I his value is not 

significant at the given alpha level ol 0.05. However the relationship between 

environmental conservation and lamily size is positive and for every one standard 

deviation increase in family size there is a 0.02 increase in environmental conservation. 

On such basis we find that we fail to reject our null hypothesis of no relationship and 

conclude that family size may not necessarily influence environmental conservation. 

Therefore we may conclude that there is no direct relationship between population and 

environment, since we would expect lamilies to conserve environment more given that 

there maybe competition foi scarce resources, these results maybe a reflection of the
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I .rent debate on "Northern Overconsumption" and "Southern Overpopulation"; the 

|0iie being which is the more inlluencing factor on environmental degradation; 

Ipopnlation or energy consumption, i he results also totally confmn 1 illen et al (op.cit)

finely of Maehakos district where the population has shown capacity to adjust to the 

changing environmental conditions.

4.9.5 ENVIRONMENTAL ( ONSERVATION AND GROUP 

PARTICIPATION

The fifth hypothesis on group participation and the null hypothesis were tested 

using multiple regression anal) sis. I he hypotheses are staled as:

There is a positive eon elution between group participation o f  women and 

efforts put into conservation o f  environment.

II„: There is no cone latum between group participation o f women and

efforts put into conservation of environment 

As indicated in the Appendix It, group participation (Vl(>) has a relatively weak 

relationship with significance of 0.55. The relationship is also negative, for every one'



standard deviation increase in group participation there is a 0.14 decrease in eflorts put

into environmental conservation controlling lor other variables in the equation. 1 his

weak relationship is associated with the tact that most ol these groups are based on

social needs. At the same time many of them have been highly politicized and have

deviated from their original objectives. Besides, loi groups to engage in environmental

conservation which is tedious, adds onto their already overburdened schedules and they

may not live up to it in terms ol physical sticngth. On the basis ol these results we fail to

reject the null hypothesis of no significance and positive relationship. It can be

concluded th.it group participation need not lead to increased efforts in environmental

conservation. I his kind of relationship can be attributed to the fact that most ol the

women's gioups aie lonned on the basis ol meeting social needs and exclude viable

projects. I his has also been identified by Mwaniki (1986), the problem of women about

viable piojects. Anothci explanation could be that women groups have been politicized

and now women engage in projects that have financial promises from either government

or donor agencies. This has led to what had been foreseen by Musyoki and Gatara
*

(1985), Masinde (1987) when in their studies they found that women groups response 

to outside support was very positive. As such the groups may engage in particular



projects which may not briny, direct benefits to them

4.10 ( ();\C LI SIONS AM) UK OMMEMiAI'lONS

4.10.1 C ONCLliSIONS

1 i o i i i  the research lindmgs it is cleat that dilleiences in le v e ls  ol socio-economic 

status of women have an impact on the way they engage in environmental conservation. 

The most significant ol these indicators being the levels ol income which inlluence 

environmental conservation gieatly. Income is a major deteiminant ol women status, 

and an independent income h>r women gives them the oppoitunity to conliibute to the 

household budget and enhances their decision-making power. Besides, income allows 

women to engage extia lann help to carry out the heavier manual work which they may 

not have time to perform. The study has confirmed Maboyunja and 1 ilani (Ib75) who 

found that income does have inlluence on environmental conservation in the rural areas. 

Therefore we can agree that poverty and environmental degradation are closely linked 

in the rural areas ol the developing countries.
t

I tom the findings education has significant effect on environmental conservation.
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Educated women are more actively involved in decision-making and have access to 

information and therefore have threshold effect in unlocking innovative skills. Although 

formal education may have threshold ellects, education aimed at issues concerning 

environment is still not widespread within the research area, and this may be true for 

many other rural areas. I herefore as we list dow n the benefits of education of w omen to 

infant mortality, fertility, population stability, entrepreneurship (as outlined in literature 

review) we can now add environmental conservation.

Autonomy as a variable had an unexpected relationship with environmental 

conservation in this study. It was expected that with higher levels of autonomy women 

would have engaged in environmental conservation activities more, which was not the 

case. However, this may have been largely due to the difficulties involved in the 

measurement of autonomy, which is more of qualitative, subject rather than quantitative. 

Besides there is a strong feeling that the responses of women to questions relating to 

autonomy may have been more emotive rathei than objective. The women did not want 

to appear as "radicals" in the eyes of the society and want to maintain the image o fa  

"proper" wife.

Women in group participation variable gave results implying that there is a

I



negative relationship between group participation and environmental conservation. This 

is in contrast with the existing ideas that women are able to achieve more in groups 

rather than individually. The major reason for this relationship is that women are not 

engaged in meaningful activities in their groups. Majority of the groups are not engaged 

in viable activities which are long-term and furthermore many of them have been 

"politicized" and aie seen as stepping stones for political mobility.

Although "family size" as a variable had a weak relationship with environmental 

conservation, it need not be ignored. There seemed no valid reason for this kind of 

relationship.

One of the objectives of the research was to highlight whether 

development/progress has an impact on environmental conservation. This was 

confirmed when the results revealed that people from Kithimani location (where the 

Yalta furrow passes) have engaged more in conservation efforts than people from 

Kithyoko location who rely entirely on rainfall. The major reason for this relationship is 

that Kithimani is a densely populated area as compared to Kithyoko, because the I'urrovT 

whereby they can undertake irrigation and hence earn higher incomes has attracted 

many people. The land has to be used intensively and therefore conservation of the
I
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small portions available is necessary. 1 his is in contrast v\ith kilhyoko where the aiea is 

sparsely populated and large liaels of land aie non-arable for the most part ot the year. 

The males in this region have migrated to the urban areas in search ol employment and 

have left behind women who are totally engrossed in their day-to-day survival. I his 

depicts the impact of development, since these two regions were previously relatively 

homogenous.

hi the research area women responses indicated that women have not organized 

themselves in groups to meet environmental challenges. However there was one group 

which had existed in Kithimani location although it "died" due to poor attendance by the 

members.

As it had been cited in the theory of social change, issues of environment have 

come up as a result of changes in the society, from this research it has become clear 

tiiat women are agents of economic and environmental change and must be recognized 

for their role in managing resouices and families. Women's contribution to 

environmental conservation is threatened by the lack ol control to resouices on one 

hand and the practice of discrimination on the other, which has been shown by/the 

research to have deep cultural roots (from case illustrations).
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From the research, it was found out that the community lias indigenous 

knowledge about conservation of environment through the appropriate types of crops to 

be grown during specific seasons and ways of conserving energy. Whereas the 

researcher went to the field with the idea that the usage of energy conserving "jikos", as 

a way of conserving the environment, the local population had more knowledge on the 

types of trees which burns slow ly and therefore lessens the amount of firewood used. At 

the same time, the usage of such "jikos" denies the people the advantage of wanning 

their houses as they cook.

4.10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Since income and education of women are very significant factors in 

environmental conservation, there is need to improve the levels of income and education 

for women. Although the government has done much to improve educational status of 

women, continued educational expansion for women and giils remains an imperative 

need, coupled with environmental education.

Women also need to be more informed on their crucial role in environmental 

conservation. The extension services need to reach women. It is recommended that
I
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^tension services irainiiig incorporate a gender perspective in planning their 

programmes, and also women need to he involved in the decision-making process at 

Uglier levels.

Rural electrification should he accelerated and usage of other forms of fuel can 

[>e facilitated, fuel switching from collected fuelwood to paraffin would decrease 

women's workload, consume less energy as well as reducing damages to the 

environment. This can he through improved transport and distribution system and 

controlled paraffin prices. Apart from paraffin, development of other forms of energy 

such as hiogas (from residues and wastes) and solar would decrease over-reliance on 

wood.

4.10.3 SUGGESTIONS I OR I l R I H E R  RESEARC H

Studies relating to women and environment should he widespread; it would he 

beneficial such studies to he carried out in different regions so as to establish whether 

environmental concerns are uniform across regions.

Given time and resources an in depth stud) should he carried out to ascertain the 

indigenous knowledge that different communities have on conservation of environment.
I
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A) WARS
APPENDIX A

1. 1 ita ya Mathyaka
2. 1 ilaya Jentniani

- i it st World V/ar
- Second World War

Hi FAMINES

1. ) Ha ya Kakuii
2. Yua ya Mwee
3. Yua ya Mavoi
4. Vita ya Mavun^a

- 1922 Famine
- 1919 f amine
- Famine before World War 1
- 1920 Famine

( )  HARVEST

1. Nzuu sya Kivanga - 1910 bumper harvest

m  ( I A N S

1. Auwani
2. Aonibc
3. Alan^wa

FT OTHERS

1. k i l u t o

2. Kwaiv\\ a
3. Syengo
4. Kiinya

5. Ni/ugala
(). KllUkl

- The village dancing arena
- Clearing of virgin land
- Far li'om home grazing lands
- Grass woven storage 

container for grains
- Enslavement
- Meal made from sorghum Hour
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AITKNDIX B

Table 5.1 Multiple Regression Analysis o f  Environmental C onservation and Socio- 
Economic \ arialdes
Dependent variable V63: Rankinu oI [’nviionmental Conservation 

Multiple K -- 0.83206 
R square -  0.69232

F = 17.43876 Significance F= .0000

----- Variables in the equation----

variable B SK B Beta 1 Sig. T

VII -0.03081 0.06126 -0.03849 -0.503 0.6168
V21 -0.28393 0.38539 -0.05534 -0.737 0.4641
VI -0.31813 0.12508 -0 19120 -2.543 0.0135
VIA 002034 0.10807 0.0 j 412 0.188 0.8513
V16 -0.14411 0.23998 -0.04722 -0.601 0.5504
V26 0.53379 0.06638 0.62830 8.041 0.0000
V9 0.50534 0.20826 u. 18825 2.426 0.0182
V 14 0.15721 0.0574 0.22251 2.738 0.0081
(constant) 0.47936 0.80511 0.595 0.55.38

K1.Y:
I 7 Location o f respondent
I V Land ownership
I ' l l  A lajor decision-maker 
I '13 Number o f children 
V14 Education level 
I 'l 6 Belonging to group
\'21 A sa: permission to go /or meetings, market 
l '26 Amount o f income per month 
I '63 Ranking of environmental conservation
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Therefore ihe regression equation whieh is linear in natiue is written as follows.

Y = a + blXl + 1)2X2 + 1)3X3 + hlX4 -+ 1)5X5 + 1)<>X6 + 1)7X7 C bxAx + E

Upon fixing the values from the research findings the regression equation is as
follows:

Y = 0.48 - 0.19(LOCT) + 0.19(LAND) - 0.04(MDECM) + O.Ol(NUOC) +
0.22(EDUC) - 0.05(GR( )UP) - 0.05(PERM) + 0.63(INCM) + 0.50.

Where:
Y = Environmental conservation 
a = Constant value 
b = beta coefficients 
xi - location of respondent (LO CI)
X2 = land ownership (LAND)
X3 = major decision maker (MDECM)
x̂  — number of children (NUOC)
xs education level (Id)l JC)
x<) belonging to group (GROUP)
x/ permission to go for meetings, market (EERM)
x« — amount of income per month (INC M)
L error term
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APPENDIX (

MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF EN VI RON MENTAL CONSERVATION AND
SOCIO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES (simplified) 

VARIABLE B SE B Sig.

1. Major decision maker -0.03 0.06 0.62
2. Permission to go to -0.28 0.38 0.46

market, meetings 
3. Location of respondent -0.32 0.12 0.01**
4. Number of children 0.02 0.1 1 0.85
5. Group participation -0.14 0.24 0.55
6. Amount ol income per month 0.53 0.07 0.00**
7. Land Ownership 0.50 0.21 0.02*
8. Education level 0.16 0.06 0.00**

constant 0.48 0.80 0.55

R -  69 2 % 
p 0.05*
p 0.01**
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APPENDIX I)

QUESTION A !!>E
NAME
HOUSEHOLD NO.

PAR I ONE: ()BSERVATION
1. What type of stmemre is seen in this household?

1. Stone-house with tiles or iron-sheet
2. Grass thatched mud house
3. Brick house grass thatched
4. Other:Specify

2. Are there any noticeable measures of environmental conservation undertaken?
1. Teiracing 2. Water tanks built
3. Exotic trees planted 4. Mulching
5. Cover crops planted 6. Other:Specify

3. What can you say about the distribution of the population in this area?
1. Sparsely populated 2. I )ensely populated

PART TWO: MALI. HOUSEHOLD 1 IE AD IF PRESENT
4. 1 low was this land acquired?

I Inheritance 2. Purchase
3. Just seti’ed in front another place 4. Land is on lease
5. Other Specify

5. Has this piece of land you are using been formally subdivided and title deeds 
issued?
1. Yes, title deeds issued 2. Yes, bile deeds not issued
3. Not yet formally subdivided

6. If title deeds have been issued, does having a title deed make any difference to 
land patterns as far as you aie mneerned?
I. No 2. Yes, what difference.............

7. What is the approximate si/.e of your farm'7
1. Less than one acre 2. ! acre - Less than 2 acies 
3. 2 acres - 4 acres 4. Over 4 acres



7b. 1 low many acres belong to husband?.......... W ife?...........
8. Who makes the major decisions in this household e.g. selling or buying of land, 

allocation of money e.t.c. ?
1.1 iusband alone 2. Wife alone
3. Both 4. Relatives 5. Not sure

PART THREE: ELDEST WOMAN IN THE HOUSEHOLD
9. What is the type of marriage in this homestead?

1 Polygamous 2. Monogamous
3. Woman to woman 4. Single mother

10. 1 low many children have been bom to you and are still alive?
Sons................ Daughters..................

11. 1 lave you had any formal education? What is the highest level you attained?
I. None 2. Primary 3. Secondary "O" level
4. Secondary "A" level 5 Adult education

12. With oi without any formal education, have you participated in any other training 
activities or seminars?
1. Seminars on agricultural practices.
2. Workshops on family health (nutrition, family planning)
3. Courses on community development (small businesses, sewing)
4. Leadership courses.
5. Other: Specify

13. Do you belong to a "mwethya" (women group)?
1. Yes 2. No

14. If Yes, for how long have you been a member of the group?
I. Less than 1 year 2. 1 year - 2 years
3. 3 years 4. 5 years and over

15. What kind of activities does your gioup engage in?
1. Cultural activities e.g. organizing certain ceremonies
2. Agricultural activities
3. Business/entrepreneurship activities
4. Othei. Specify

16. What is your position in the group?
I. Chairperson or vice 2 Secretary

1 3 8
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3. Treasurer 4. Member
17. Do you hold any responsible position in the community, in the church, or in the

group? State:............................
18. Before you decide to go for meetings do you have to inform your husband first?

1. Yes 2. No
19. Before you go to the market do you have to inform your husband first?

I . Yes 2. No
20. Before you decide what kind of crops to grow do you have to inform your 

husband?
I . Yes 2. No

2 1. Before you decide whether to undertake soil or water conservation measures do 
you have to inform your husband?
1. Yes 2. No

22. If you have your own source ot income, do you have to inform your husband on 
how you intend to use your money? Why?
I. Yes 2. No
W hy?.........................................................

23. What do you do to earn an income or a living?
1. Full-time employed 2. Businesswoman
3. Casual laborei 4. Fanning
5. Remittance from husband/children 6. Other: Specify

24. Approximately iiow much do you earn, say per month?
I. Less than Kshs. 500 " 2. Kshs. 500 - 1,000
3. Kshs. 1,000 - 2.000 4. Kshs. 3,000 and over

25. Is this source of income regular?
I . Yes 2. No

2b. Arrange tiie following in order of priority as you budget for your income?
I. School fees 2. Food 3. Clothing
4. Entertainment 5. I larambee/helping relatives
6. Enviionmentdl conservation measures 7. Medicines

27. What type of fuel do you use mainly?
I. Firewood 2. Charcoal 3. Agricultural residues
4. Paraffin 5. Gas/electric 6.Other: Specify
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28. 1 low do you mainly get your fuel?
I . Buying 2. Collecting 3. Other: Specify

29. If you collect, how far do you have to go and how long does it take you?
Distance:................ Time:........................

30. Why do you use this type of fuel?
1. Readily available 2. Cheapest to buy
3. No other option 4 Other reasons Specify

3 1. Which type of "jiko" do you mainly use?
1.3-stone open lire 2. Ordinary charcoal "jiko"
3. Paraffin stove 4. Gas/eleetric cooker
5. Energy conserving "jiko" 6. Other: Specify

32. How many meals do you cook per day?
l.O ne 2. Two 3. Three 4 More than three

33. What do you normally consider while deciding on the number of meals to be 
cooked per day?
1. Fuel consumption 2. Food costs
3. Number of people to eat the meal 4. Other: Specify

34. What would you say the major kinds of foods that you usually cook?
State:.....................................................

35. Do you face any problems in obtaining sufficient quantities of fuel that you 
normally require ?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Sometimes

36. If yes, what problems?
I. Unavailability of wood resources 2. Financial constraints
3. Shortage of labour to collect firewood 4 Other: Specify

37. When you settled in this area how many trees have you planted?
1. None 2. Less than 10 trees 3. 10 - 50 trees
4. 50 - 100 trees 5. Over 100 trees

38. If none, why?
1. No need for trees (indigenous trees present)
2. Lack of seedlings
3. fhe land does not belong to us
4. The trees will not survive
5. Other: Specify '
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39. If you have planted, why did you decide to plant the trees?
1. Prevent soil erosion, wind breakers, beautify the environs
2. For iirewood/fuel precisely (domestic)
3. For commercial purposes 4. Advised by the government
5. No particular reason 6. Food: Own consumption
7. Other: Specify

40. Do you consider tree growing as important?
1. Yes 2. No

41. Are there any specific traditions that govern who should plant or fell trees?
1. Men only 2. Women only 3. Both 4. Elders in community

42. What are the factors that you think limit people from trees in this area?
State reason ......................................

43. From where does your household gel most of its water for domestic use for the 
most part of the year?
1. Borehole 2. Earthdam 3. Furrow/running river water
4. Wells 5. Piped water 6. Stored rainwater
7. Other: Specify

44. 1 low long cioeb ii usually take to the place you get water?
I...........  hours 2.............minutes

45. I low many times per day do you fetch tiie water?...........
46. Is there anyone to help you? W ho.........................
47. Have you constructed a water tank to conserve rainwater?

I. Yes 2. No
48. If No, w hy.............................................
49. Do you consider construction of water tanks to conserve rainwater as an 

important measure? Clive reasons for your answer.

50. Which of the following farm implements do you mainly use for farming?.,
1. hoe("jembe") 2. panga 3. oxen-plough
4. tractor 5.other: specify

51. What crops do you manly grow?
Food crops:................................................
Cash crops:................................................

52. I low arc the crops planted?
141
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1. Crop rotation 2. Inter-cropping 3. Single-cropping
53. Are there problems in running your farm?

1. Yes 2. No
54. If yes, what are they?

1. Shortage of labour 2. Poor soils
3. Financial constraints 4. Unreliable rainfall
5. Inadequate water for irrigation 6. Pests
7. Other: Specify

55. If soil erosion not mentioned, Is soil erosion one of the problems?
1. Yes 2. No

56. What kind of work have you carried out on this farm to preserve soil?
1. Terracing 2. Mulching 3. Planting trees/grass strips
4. Crop rotation 5. Other: specify

57. How was the work carried out?
1. Fanner plus immediate family labour only 2. Farmer and hired help
3. Organized community help 4. Paid labour only
5. Other: Specify

58. It is true that soil erosion is caused by heavy rains, the type ol soil and the slope 
of the land. In your own opinion what else causes soil erosion in this area?

59. Do you feel that all that needs to be done on this fann as far as conservation is 
concerned has been done? Is there anything remaining?
1. Nothing. All necessary work has been done
2. More regular maintenance by the farmer 3. More or new terraces
4. More cover crops are required 5. Other: Specify

60. How many times has someone, from agriculture division visited the farm to 
advise on conservation of soil during the last two seasons?
l.Once 2. Twice 3. Three or more times 4. Never

6 1. What do you feel are the major constraints hindering environmental conservation
in this region?.........................................................

62. 1 low can environmental conservation be best organized in this area?
63. In your opinion who should be responsible for environmental conservation ?
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